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"PSYCHIANA"
(The New Psychological Religion)
A new and revolutionary religious teaching based entirely on the misunderstood sayings
of the Galilean Carpenter, and designed to show how to find and use the same identical
power that He used.
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''PSYCHIANA''

BELIEVES
ANDTEACHES
AS FOLWWS:
FIRST----'I'hat
there is no such thing as a " subcon scious mind."
SECOND-That
there is, in th is universe, a FAR MORE POTENT and DYNAMIC
POWER, the manifestations
of which have been erroneously credited to oome
other supposed power called the "subconscious
mind."
THIRD - That this INVISIBLE, DYNAMIC Power is THE VERY SAME POWER
that JESUS
USED when He staggered
the nations
by His so-called
"mfracles,"
and by rai sing the dead .
FOURTH-That
Je sus had NO MONOPOLY on this Power.
FIFTH-That
it is possible for EVERY NORMAL human being understanding
spiritual law as He understood it , TO DUPLICATE EVERY WORK THAT
THIS OARPENTER OF GALILEE EVER DID. When He said " the things
that I do shall YE DO ALSO"-He
meant EXACTLY WHAT HE S'AID.
SIXTH-That
this dynamic Power, is NOT TO BE FOUND "within," but has its
oource in a far different direction.

i

SEVENTH-THAT

THE WORDS OF THIS GALILEAN CARPENTER WENT A
THOUSAND MILES OVER THE HEADS OF HIS HEARERS 2,000 YEARS
AGO, AND ARE STILL A THOUSAND MILES OVER THE HEADS OF
THOSE WHO PROFESS TO FOLLOW HIM TODAY .
EIGHTH-That
this same MIGHTY, INVISIBLE,
PULSATING,
THROBBING
POWER can be used by anyone-AT
ANY HOUR OF THE DAY OR NIGHT
and without such methods as "going into the silence" or ••gazing at bright
objects, etc."
NINTH-That when once understood and correctly used, this mighty Power la
ABUNDANTLY ABLE, AND NEVER FAILS TO GIVE HEALTH, HAPPINESS, and OVERWHELMING
SUCCESS in whatever line it may be desired.
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DR. FRANK
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Founder of "Psychiana"
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DR.. FRANK B. ROBINSON

one of the keenest psychological minds this CG>Untryhas ever produced, and ol'l.e of the most
earnest intense searchers into the spiritual realm believes, after years of experimentation and
research, that there is in this world today, an UNSEEN power or force, so dynamic in itself,
that all other powe-rs or forces FADE INTO INSIGNIFICANCE BESIDE IT. He believes that
this power of force is THE VERY SAME POWER THAT JESUS USED. He believes further that the entire world, includi,ng the present church structure, MISSED IN ITS ENTIRETY
the message that He came to bring. He believes that
The world is on the verge of the most stupendous spiritual upheaval it bas ever experienced-the
advent of Christ being of small importance when compared to it.
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Every reader of THE OCCULTDIGESTis cordially invited to write "PSYCHIANA" for more details of this revolutionary teaching which, if true, might very easily be discussed the ENTIRE
WORLD ROUND. Dr. Robinson wi'Il tell you something of his years of search for the truth as
he KNEW it must exist, and will give you a few facts connected with the founding 0f "PSYCHIAN A." NO OBLIGATIONS WHATSOEVER.
Sign your name and address here.
NOTICE

The requests for this course of instruction and information concerning it have broken all records. Replies
have come to us literally by the thousand and students have enrolled for the course by the hundred.
We expected the course to be a success, but we did NOT
anticipate the overwhelming number of replies which
we have to date rec eived. We ar e rapidly getting our
heads above water and hope to be able to discontinue
the use of printed acknowledgements
we have been
forced to use to date and personally reply to all letters.
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OUR STORIES
The stories that you read in the
Occult Digest are builded around
actual experience&in life-"Truth,"
if we take time to fathom its
real significance, is stranger than
fiction, hence we announce, that
Facts, not fiction, Truth, not
hallucination, will be found in the
Occult stories you read in The Occult Digest--stories that reveal the
heart of things not seen, not heard
by .those whose eyes are blinded
by prejudice, stories that build the
consciousness-stories that thrillstories that create--stories
that
entertain-stories
that rest you
and restore your tired nervesstories that release the power .of
sight and dispel the darkness
from your daily life.
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the Life Everlasting, bringing the
realization of the completeness of
the Law of Unity and its universal
kinship of all creations of nature.
From the pen of our authors you
can feed on the bread of Life that
satisfies the hunger of your soul,
and your thirst for knowledge satisfied. The authors of The Occult
Digest are inspired by the teachers
of the unrevealed past; you cannot read their words of Wisdom
and Revelation and remain in the
dark valley of Despair.
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£et Me Prove
What YOUR Mind
Can Demonstrate
Famous Rosicrucian Mystic
Explains Secret Methods
Used by Many Thousands
A_RE you weary of reading the books that tell
you about the wonderful things accomplished oy the master minds of the past?
Are you tired of hearing what can be done with
the mystic laws of mind and matter, without being told how YOU can do these things, easily and
surely?

fl

If you are like thousands upon thou sands of others, you
will want to be MASTER of your own life, your own
career. You will cease believing the fantastic tales of the
adepts of- the Far East and the Mystics of the Orient,
and will demand that you be shown how to do these great
demonstrations of occult power.
For ages man has accepted the doctrines of church and
school on faith. Today man demands the knowledge of
the methods for self-demonstration.
His lif e and his fate
are in his own making. He no longer believes that God
has damned some to hell and some to Heaven before birth.
He wanti;i to rise, master, succeed and create for himself.
He has discovered that it is his Divine Heritage. Telling
him that it is possible for man's mind to accomplish
miracles, without explaining how and revealing the secret
lawi;i, has brought discouragement, sorrow, failure, and
doubt into the hearts of millions.
But .the great truth of the matt er will never be found
in books. This fact is not frankly told to the seeker , and
he fo led to buy books, and buy, and buy. Lecturers,
teachers, writers and self-appointed guides continue to
talk about what CAN BE DONE , and leave a host of
hopeful but blind searchers for the knowledge they seek.
Certainly there must be some truth in the claims niade
and the stories told. For hundr eds of years, in all countries, there have been noted men and women who demonstrated a rare and dependable system of creative mind
power, and whose rise to success and attainment was
miraculous. It is because we contact today those who
seem Ul possess some unusual knowledge and a secret key
to nature's bounties, that thousands still have hope and
believe in the pot at the end of the rainbow.
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IMPORTANT FACTS ABOUT THE
ROSICRUCIANS
The Rosicrucians, the Fraternity of the Rosy Cross, is.
one of the oldest mystical schools in the world, and has
always been the pioneer and leader in all great metaphysical revelations. The Ancient and Mystical Order
Roscae Crucis (AMORC) is today the largest mystical
movement in America and is a part of AMORC throughout the world, with its own schools, colleges and universities, temples and representative groups in every large
city and town. It is truly a glorious work, receiving the
support and endorsement of the most eminent characters
in the world-wide affairs.
·
·

H. SPENCER LEWIS , PH. D., F. R. C.
lmperator and Supreme Magus of AMORC, the Mystic
Rosicrucians, Wearing the Rosy Cross, Jewel of the
Mystics of Egypt and India.

The real knowledge, however, is not sold, not publicly
distributed to the worthy and unworthy alike; nor is it
offered on a commercial basis like some earthly commodity of man 's manufacture.
The knowledge is from a
sacred source; it is a priceless gift to the pure in heart
and the deserving . Its value has been preserved by its
careful protection from the sordid and completely selfish
minds. This rare and secret wisdom of th e higher laws
of mind and nature have remained in the charge of one
very ancient Brotherhood, the Rosicrucians, who proved
years ago that their great love for mankind, their broad
tolerance and their willingness to h elp all to attainment
and success if worthy.
Today the fraternity of Rosicrucians, existing in all
lands and known as the AMORC, offers the real and true
knowledge of man's potent powers over ma tter and mys t ery. Those who are ready to study, practic e and master,
step by step, may have the complete knowl edge under a
very liberal arrangement that is not inconsi stent with the
high ideals of the Great School of the Great White
Brotherhood. It will mean the complete change of fortune for any man or woman who follows th e instructions
and lives the happy, creative life of a Rosicrucian. Thousands in all parts of the world today, in the highest
positions of power and demonstrated success, are secret
students of the Rosicrucian methods.
I personally invite every real seeker of worthy mind
and sinc ere heart to write to my Libraria n for a complimentary copy of a book that will explain the history
and method s of instruction of the Rosicrucian Order
known as AMORC in all lands. Use the Coupon below
for your copy of the FREE BOOK.

FREE BOOK COUPON
Librarian K. D. L.
Rosicrucian Brotherhood,
San Jose, Calif.
Please send me without obligation of any king, a
FREE copy of "The Light of Egypt," and oblige:
NAME

. . . ... . . . . . . .....

ADDRESS

......

. . . ... .... ... . . . ......

. .... ... . . .... . ... . . .....

. .. .

. ......

.
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In A World of Hate
By EFFA DANELSON
ATE is the thistle in the garden of Life growing at the
roots of the Roses of Love-Towering high above their
queenly heads it basks in the sunshine, and in the early
day, even before the dawn, the morning zephyrs bear its ripening seed to the eager throng, waiting to barter their very soul
for one tiny seed, of the thistle of Revenge.
Passing through the Garden of Life we are unmindful of the
little seed of Hate we are sowing on every hand-unmindful of
their sprouting-unmindful as they wind their roots around the
tender flowers of Love-unmindful
as the heavy foliage obscures the light of Reason-unmindful -as it rears its seed stalk
in its towering rage. Unmindful to the last, as, in its frenzy it
divests itself of all pretense and gives its posterity to the winds
of vengeance, while Love, rooted to the traditions of the garden,
must remain forever the bearer of the cross and the wear~r of
the wreath of thorns.
In the world of Hate, want holds the key to the King's
chamber where hunger knocks for admittance. Once inside the
door, many messengers are waiting to serve the starving soulsmany avenues leading in all directions to the great bow of promise at their exits. Hate, with her powerful allies tells the sad
heart the sweet story of recompense, that most luscious reward
for those whose spirit has wearied by the long nights of vigil at
the altar of Despair.
In the ,world of Hate the Garden of Life is watered by the
swift flowing rivers of Revenge and the dewdrop, falling from
the petals of the Roses of Love are swallowed by the avalanche
as it continues in its destructive way. Unmindful of the falling
of the thistle's down-unmindful of the falling of the petals of
the rose, humanity runs on and on in its mad Hate, forgetting
the Garden of Life and its sacred mission-£ or getting that the
sweetness of the honey and the perfume of the rose do not carry
the sting of the bee or the thorn of the rose.
SERVICE IN LOVE, NOT IN HATE, PRESERVES
LIFE AND MAKES LIFE WORTH LIVING.
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(jfFalse Precedents -

HE false precedents which rule the world
today is a primary cause of the growing disrespect
for law and order. The Bible says that "Men do not
put new wine into old bottles ." Matt. 9-17. When
Jesus quoted this He was teaching a new doctrine
and He could not use old methods to make himself
understood.
We are living in a new age and must have our
knowledge disseminated in modern language befitting our age. We ·are no longer reading by the
electric light. We are reading by the signs o;f the
times. We are not determining our problems by
the old methods. We are doing everything by the
most modern devices obtainable. Then why shall
we be bound and shackeled with old doctrines of the
past given by those who cannot see by the light of
the new revelation.
Leaders, let us gather the harvest of our learning
and put the wine of the vine into new bottles that
Life may go forward freed from old precedents of
ancient days before man knew the cause of light or
sound, color or vision; before man could measure
distance or sound the ocean's depth. Why do we
persist in putting new wine into old bottles or a
piece of new cloth on an old garment. Jesus -said
"Men do not do these things."
LET US BE MEN.

§

fear

(]Stop

TOP and listen! Listen to the sound of your
own inner voice speaking the language of your soul
-speaking to you about yourself before you became a breathing, living being, functioning independent of the parent who fostered you in the
cradle of her heart-stop and listen to the words of
wisdom this master voice of you is speaking. Lay
aside for a brief second all the teachings, all the
opinions, all the say-so about Life hereafter, for or
against its possibility, its location, its function, its
mission, its relation or duty to a Divine Being.
Forget whether you are to-be good or bad, saved or
unsaved and ponder the creative force that
fashioned you.
Is it consistent with any set of laws set down by
any group of people in any age, even our own that
our journey here should be the end of Life or the
beginning of Life? One of two things will fix itself
in your mind if you are a real independent thinker ;
you cannot believe one and cling to the other ; you

must reject the one or the other. You must believe
an impossibility and accept the religious belief of
Life as set forth in the Bible or you must reject it
and know the truth about Life from a scientific
, viewpoint. You must study Life from nature in its
bold relief against theory or you must accept
theory and go on blindly groping your way through
Death. There are no half-way measures in this
question of Life. It is to know or not to know. The
moment that you listen to your own inner voice
unblemished by misfit and handed down garments
of theory, you can no longer believe. You may
flounder for a season but if you analyze what you
hear by the power of good judgment and render a
verdict according to its teachings you will indeed
from that moment be a free man. Fear will no
longer lurk in every waking moment of your life.
Your nights will be filied with sweet dreams and
your days with the sweet song of Life. The scales
will fall from your eyes and · you will no longer see
through a glass darkly-but will be face to face with
Life, the giver of every good and perfect gift.
Stop and listen to the sound of your own inner
voice and be not afraid in the present, or, of the
hereafter. Set aside all theories that will not allow
of the most severe criticism. A theory that cannot
be brought into the light of reason is based on a
false premise ,

Tf (]Is Your Load Heavy?
Jl F YOUR load is heavy get your weights and
measures together and review their value. Did
they give good weight and did they give full measure? You know that a good harvest is not only the
result of a diligent planting but the planting must
be done at the right time and in season. The seed
must be chosen for the right kind of soil. We cannot put the cart before the horse if we expect him
to draw the load. That is just what is so often
done and we get discou;raged and cry out that our
load is so heavy.
How do your scales balanc~, has your measure a
fals~ bottom? Ascertain these facts and settle the
question right for in its answer you will find many
solutions of what seems to be "heavy loads." Go
back over the ground and find the mistake-not the
one your neighbor made, but the one you made.
Turn on the light of re-adjustment and demand it
shine into every nook, corner and crevice. Don't
cover up anything. In your hand only can the scale
balance.
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Your keen wit and false pride may be the false
bottom in the measure. Your .desire to climb by
another's downfall may be the added weight that
turned the scale against you.
There is a lot to find out if we go searching for
the cause of our heavy load-before we complain,
let us scan our horizon and see which cloud obscured our vision. Was it the harsh word we spoke
-the little courtesy neglected-the smile withheld
that gave rise to that cloud which blotted out our
sunshine.
No matter at what angle we start to analyze, it
always leads to this fact that we have reached the
· age of discretion and better j udgment. We pride
ourselves upon that. Then of course, we have the
right to expect a great deal from ourselves and we
should be ever watchful of our assets and see to it
that our scales ·balance and that our measures have
no false bottoms.
Are you sick? You have broken the law of supply
and demand. Are you discouraged? You did not
make hay when the sun shone. Are you lonely?
You did not give of the sunshine of your soul, for
if you had you would have drawn to you other souls
who would have found happiness in your radiance.
We must give the selfsame thing we crave, for in
the law of reciprocity we reap the harvest of diligent sowing. Is your load heavy- and your burden
hard to bear? There is no more certain remedy or
shorter cut to relief than the practice of the old
adage-"Do not to another that thing you do not
wish shall be done to you."

T
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(jf Old Phrases and Their

Subtle Power

HERE is a very old saying which admonishes us to "run the race with patience." What
does this mean? First of all, we are in a race,
whose race? Whose race could we possibly be in
but our own? Then we must run this race with
patience-just
what is meant by that word
patience? patience is a real old camoflage. The race
is quite clear to each and every one of us but to run
with patience is somewhat mystifying. We can
readily see how one can wait with patience for a
race to be won but to "run the race with patience,"
is asking too much of one who is in a race not of his
own choosing.
When we find ourselves in a situation hard to
cope with we do not use patience. We u~e intelli-

gence, flanked and backed by reason. That is why
we question the value of the admonition to run the
race with patience. Like many another old adage
accepted and handed down to this generation, we
must either cast .it aside or find its value. To find
its value one only needs to seek the hidden meaning
of words to realize the incorrect interpretation of
phrases wilfully handed down for the purpose of
leading the weak into the power of the ~trong.
To run the race with patience is to cause you to
became a slave. To run the race 'intelligently is to
become the master; patience ceases to be a virtue
when it makes a man a slave.
The . present day popular psychology and the
science of words and phrases are fast turning men
of indolence into men of activity. We are learning
the psychology of words and phrases and their
influence on our life and the lives of those about us.
Let us analyze these old phrases and give them
constructive wording that they may fit into· our
present age.

1HI

(JfThe End of the Trail

OW seldom do we realize that when we
reach the end of the trail we have opened wide the
portal gate to a new world. When Life becomes a
blank it is the scroll of Life unfurling a new flag
of victory. How lightly do we pass by unheeded,
the lesson of the tempest and the storm tossed sea
upon which our frail bark is being swept along.
Season after season finds us searching for ,the
peace that can only be found after the waves of
adversity have spent themselves. Only when we
havEJexhausted all of our resources and seemingly
failed in every effort in our search for the port of
safety, do we find that we have already entered
the port of our quest.
Today we set out on a new trail, surrounded by
friends, cheering for our success, only to find on
the morrow, the prize we held most dear was useless cargo and a millstone about our neck. How
loath are we to give up the friends who stand on
the bank and cheer; yet how helpless are they to
help us in our hour of need.
Alone, we must fight our battle of Life-alone,
we must face the trial before the last tribunal,
Death-we must be without fear-we must make
ourselves stronger than the mightiest foe who
comes to meet us-we must not falter if we would
not be drowned in the sea and swallowed up by
the waves of adversity.
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''He who does good, comes to the temple gate,
He who loves, reaches the shrine."
By HELEN ARRIEL
EFORE any worthy effort can
be made to understand the unc
imaginable
splendors of the
spiritual life, the soul must be aroused:
every fine and uplifting desire to make
the life more constructive is the result
of a spiritual awakening.
In the
language of a great thinker "Ours is
the search of the heart for something
greater than itself which is still
itself."
Asia has cherished in her brooding
bosom, for uncounted. centuries, a secret that is man's heritage. This secret is the Yoga, the method of selfinvolvement, ( or in Western terms,
self-development) whereby the seeker
for union is enabled to perceive the
shining of the Inward light--Himself.
This self is within, and the mind which
is normally centrifugal, must be controlled, quieted and turned back upon
itself. This is well expressed in a passage of the Upanishads-"The
selfexistent pierced the openings of the
senses so that they turned forward, not
backward, into himself.
Some wise
man, however, with eyes closed and
wishing for immortality, saw the Self
behind."
In the realm of material sciences, if
the electrical engineers did not first
build a perfect system of generators
and power stations, the electrical force
or energy in the atmosphere would
have no _vehicle on the plane of gross
phenomena, whernby its effects could
become manifest.
So it is with man,
the seeker for union, or the knight of
the Holy Grail. This union is man's
conscious realization of his Ego or individual self, with his Atma or soul or
Buddhi, which is pure intelligence.
The process by which this union is
accomplished is through the Arts and
Science of Yoga, the precious secret
of the East.
The Science and Art of Yoga is not
a notion or theory of some imaginative;
unstable mind, but is science which
was most carefully gotten together and
written centuries ago, by men who are
classed among the Gods. These men
knew the great weakness of man and
how necessary it is that he use every
possible means at his command. The
Sankhya philosophy is the theory and
Pantajali or Yoga is the practise. The

B

practise of Yoga is the contribution of phenomena are replaced by a new
the East to the spiritual life of the sense of values and a life of great
West.
mental awareness. Unless the man of
The word Yog_a is from the San- today will realize the importance of
scrit. Its root meaning is addition. It undertaking the great work of trainhas seventeen different meanings and ing that he may reach his spiritual
eight different powers. The name Yoga nature, or divine union, he will remain
is all inclusive, without any reference with the great masses of humanity that
to any of the different kinds of Yoga. are slowly passing out of the picture
These various branches refer to dif- of Cosmic things to another great
ferent practises which were written to night of Brahm.
suit the different temperaments and
Hatha Yoga with its laws is man's
types of consciousness.
They are hope, it teaches him the control of ~is
merely different paths leading to the bodily powers, it is a process of tramsame central point--Divine union. All ing that makes for perfect bodily
the various branches of Yoga are gov- health. This training involves bodily
erned by the same fundamental laws. cleanliness inside and out. This procTo achieve this union man must corn- ess extends over a period of several
mence with the ground work, his phys- months and must be accomplished beical structure or his body. In the fore the next step can be taken: Right
initial stages of this process man is . diet, this has nothing to do with diet
concerned · solely with the work of re- as understood in Western terms, right
building his body. Just as a child goes living (thinking) and postures are the
first to the kindergarten to begin the various steps in these early stages.
work of organizing his mental powers, These many postures are a perfect
that he may be ready for his college system of exercise that make for har- ·
in later years; so man is here begin- _ mony and rhythm of the entire bodily
ning the work of rebuilding his body function, and are primarily for · the
and mind that he may have an instru- purpose of making the student remain
ment ready for the great work of union quiet over a period of time, and this
in later years. It is the work of dis- in turn tends to restrain or slow down
cipline and training that now claims the modifications of the thinking prinhis attention and not the end result. ciple. Next comes breathing, or the
Having the attention placed upon the use of the subtle essences of breath
results of action all too often defeats which is prana, as it enters the body
the work in hand; non attachment to thru the nostrils; for ·breath is but an
the fruit of action is an important
effect and not the cause. However,
mantra to ;eflect upon at this stage. breathing has no place in this preThe physical body with its nerves, liminary work and man is not now
muscles, circulation and metabolism concerned with it, he must graduate
must be in as nearly perfect condition into it as it were. The Yogi works for
as possible; there must also be a broad and obtains an activity or an awareintellectual survey of the principles ness in every part of his being, that
of the Sankhya Philosophy and Yoga. places him in command of his bodily
The same thing obtains here as in any and mental powers. All Yoga work is
field of academic endeavor. One can- for sustained action.
·
not understand or work with the higher
Hatha Yoga and its practices premathematics until the fundamentals
sumes no spirituality as does Raja or
have been mastered. The spiritual na- Royal Yoga, but its foundations are
ture is pure, simple and enduring, but laid upon the highest of moral virtues,
this altar of holiness can only be and it imposes a life of purity upon its
reached thru the stairs o~ man's phys- devotees and there can be no Raja
ical body and its powers.
Yoga until Hatha Yoga has been masThe rewards of this work, while it tered. After months and sometimes
impqses hardships upon the student in years of self-discipline and rebuilding
many ways, are great beyond compare. of the temple of Self, the student is
The giving up of some things which then ready to understand and work
tend to involve the life in the .external
(Turn to page 21)
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Is Capital Punishment
Justifiable?
DR. AXEL EMIL GIBSON
HILE the individual must certainly be held responsible for
his living, he cannot be held
responsible for his life. For this life
has been thrust upon him, unknown to
himself, and with no other terms of
ownership than those that speak to
him through his conscience and judgment. And as the latter reflects his
early environment, parental influence
and social comradeship, it is to the
extent these factors have colored and
mis-directed his living, that our fiscal
authorities are entitled to step in and
interfere with the ways and methods
of the individual and to ascertain
where the responsibility of these - authorities ceases, and the responsibility
of the citizen begins.
It is the duty of our leading authorities to introduce every measure
of protection, so as to insure perfect
safety to the life and property of our
citizens over and against the lawbreaker. But it is here that the right
of law ceases and the rights of life
begin. For when the transgressor of
the law has been rendered thoroughly
safe and harmle ss, and the life and
property of the community perfectly
protected, the duties of the authorities
to the citizens, to the criminal and to
God have been absolutely fulfilled.
On the other hand, every measure
of retaliation or punishment administered for its own sake, and not for the
sake of communal self-d:efense, is in
its turn a transgression
upon the
rights of the life of the criminal. For
the government is responsible to society only for the acts of an individ ~
ual's life; as for the life itself, the
responsibility rests with God. No law
-statutory
or self-written-ever
held
a brief for taking away from an individual a thing to which the individual
himself has neither physical, legal or
moral rights to proprietorship.
We cannot over-emphasize the fact
that there can be no legal ownership
to property within securing its protective title, and furthermore, the legal
owner alone can take possession of or
remove it. Now-who
holds the title
to a human life? Certainly not the
community nor its fiscal authorities
which have not the faintest recognition
nr the vaguest record of the filing of

W

a title or the transfer of a deed which
in the case of individual life could
alone insure property right. Certainly
not the - individual
himself,
who,
whether criminal or saint, received his
life before his mind could register any
self-conscious recognition of the transfer.

by removing his life we deliberately
shut him off from every opportunity
to redeem himself from a condition of
mind in which his very ignorance of
the meaning of life has put him.
While professing ourselves Christians
we yet ignore one of the most fundamental statements of Christendom: "If
thy sins are as red as scarlet, I _shall
Capital Punishment-A Confession
make them White as Snow." For it
of Atheism
is in this promise of its founder that
Only from a standpoint of down- Christianity wields its world-conquerright Atheism can the practice of cap- ing power-the
promise of an endless
ital punishment be at all defended. opportunity for a human life to be reOnly to him who looks upon life as deemed, if it readjusts its living. Now
a purely chemical process on a me- capital punishment cuts off this nachanical basis can there be any element tive, God-given opportunity; no longer
of justification in · the destruction of will the murderer have an opportunity
human life. Capital punishment is to change his nature, and to recognize
based upon the conception of life as a and repent his inhuman deed.
purely chemical and biologic process,
What Makes a Criminal?
leaving out of account any principle
of consciousness or intelligence which
From whence comes this grim,
transcends the output of the chemical bloodthirsty impulse of jurisdiction to
laboratory.
On the other hand, the demand the life of the condemned?
presence of an immortal soul in the Where are we to look for the motive
criminal raises life at once above hu- for such an ignoble, inhuman attitude
man jurisdiction as it gives life, as toward a creature, nurtured and raised
such, an equal sacredness, whether in in the very midst of our own influence?
the criminal himself or in the judge Is it really for the sake of self-defense
by whom the life sentence is passed. we plead? As if the rock-ribbed walls
Surely we find no specification in the and armed guards of the prison cell
admonition to Peter in the fourth gos- were not sufficient to insure us perfect
pel regarding the justification in tak- safety against this man to the end of
ing any human life, criminal or no his life. And still more-what
justicriminal: "he that takes the sword fies us in holding the terrible thought
shall perish by the sword," a state- that this man's moral recovery is
ment which in its general application hopeless, : nd his soul too black to reto humanity makes it as morally in- ceive the light of truth if brought to
defensible for the judge to take the him by able and sympathetic teachers.
life of the criminal, as for th e crimAfter all, what is a criminal?
Exinal to take the life of his victim.
perience and facts teach us that no
Looked at from a moral or religious thing or creature can live bereft of its
point of view, capital punishment in- nourishment.
This rule applies to all
volves an offense against the nature forms of life and existences.
What
of the criminal, which in its deeper then sustains the morbid disposition of
phase is more cruel and inhuman than a criminal?
From where does he obany act that could possibly be com- tain the support for the growth and
mitted by the criminal himself.
In development of his perverted nature?
its cold and sober judgment the com- The answer lies before us in the broad
of truth.
We ourselves
munity commits the same deadly of- daylight
fense against life as the criminal through the thoughts and feelings,
committed while under the sway of a words and acts of our daily life, suppassion which the pressure of the situ- ply the elements of perversion by
ation had made ungovernable.
Not which the criminal is made up. Were
only do we as accusers and condemn- it not for the shocking examples of
ers let the arm of the law with its corrupt morality, displayed in the
( Turn to page 22)
full power strike the transgressor, but
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THE BLACK RA VEN
By C. F. RUSSELL
emptor!
The safest choice for the compiled to illustrate and prove this
earnest but uninformed
seeker of point there is no need to enlarge upon
Light is that Lodge which pledges the it here. The Canon of the Mass is a
least, or nothing at all, whose propa- distinguished extant example of this
gandism is all but inaudible, whose ritual; note also the plot of the dramas
portal is encurtained by a dark, per- enacted by all the famous saviours of
The essential principle is
haps sinister, shroud. Inasmuch as all . mankind.
that remains of its head, or Chief that you must conquer by love under
Adept, is a little pile of dust which will the magical being, your own self,
only waits the moment when it shall known as the Sphinx, through mastery
be burnt to ashes, the true House of of Her four weapons, the Pantacle, the
Go°d is not encompassed with a blaze Sword, the Cup, and the Wand.
"There ar~ four gates to one palace,
of glory.
the floor of that palace is of silver and
Invariably the quester finds and is
received by that Order which is best gold; lapis-lazuli and jasper are there;
and all rare scents; jasmine and rose,
equipped to assume the responsibility
N THE May issue of the OCCULT attached to his karma, just as water and the emblems of death." Let the
DIGEST,under the title, · VIENS, it always seeks its level. Inevitably ·your candidate "enter i!\_ turn or at once
was stated that of the Occult Orders karma either drags you down or else the four gates; let him stand on the
on this planet the greater number are lifts you up to a plane where exists an floor of that palace; will he not sink?"
not going ahead, but are acting from Order whose specific function is to Ah! there are four ecstasies which reor in a position made immovable by properly handle your case. Being ac- ward the successful knight. But the
the obstacles which keep them apart cepted, your next duty is to obey. Un- joy of triumph is no part Qf him who
from each other. Before they can help swerving obedience, with or without would open the Eye of Shiva. All
forward the Illumination of the world intellectual discernment, to the letter these ecstasies must be refused, he
they must break down the barriers
of the tenets taught you and the dis- must wrestle with the aroused and conwhich separate one another at the cipline dealt you is your only means of secrated Kundalini, declaring his real
same time as a body and as bodies at- deliverance from the devils who will purpose to solve the riddle of the
Sphinx.
taining to a higher degree of Initia- dart suddenly upon you the instant

I

tion. Last month, in the article styled
MIKROKOSMOGONIA, the Way, both
for bodies and the members thereof,
was shown to be identical with the
Wayfarer, whose Goal and Staff are
the very same thing. The creation of
a new instrument for the construction
of the Temple of Solomon ·the King
coincides only with destruction of individuality of the aspirant as the Veil
is torn asunder and the white-robed
one enters the Sanctum Sanctorum.
This series of essays is concluded by
an account of what any man or woman
of the world must do to be saved.
The primal prerequisite . is the
Magical Link with the Masters. This
is formally established by joining the
church, a .body of devout persons, professing .a common creed, and having a
communal aim, which may be expressed variously but is one and the
same for each and every religion under
the sun, namely, Union with God. Now
the kind of Heaven one reaches is obviously determined by the spiritual
dispensation granted to the particular
church of which one becomes an integral part. A logical forecast of the
finish is found in the promises made to
the novice by the wardens in the licit
pact signed by both parties to the bargain. The contract is binding, caveat

Further description of this process
you place a foot upon the path to
There is no
Freedom. Let your motto be "perinde is wasting metaphors.
ac cadaver".
Remember that in dis- use offering advice concerning adobeying your superior you merely com- vanced tasks to those who have yet to
mence a conflict between two wills in undertake the preliminary operations.
yourself, the one the vow girding you Fatal misconceptions are thus bred in
the minds of beginners, causing their
and your goal, the other a temporary
temptation. If you are so weak as to imaginations to run riot. The Dhyana
waive your right to the royal throne of an elementary type which results
-in favor of the wicked wish to assert from taking the first steps, poisoned
your asinine independence then you by the fruit of a little knowledge, inmay conftdently expect the schism to flates what is merely the ego; the assmash you and split you into pieces, pirant gets a swelled-head and beeach one a morsel in the mouths of the lieves he has arrived at the end of his
fiends merrily frolicking around you. journey, to his subsequent dismay and
If your t.eacher orders you to jump hitter disillusionment. By far the best
over a cliff, do so without question; policy is that adopted by the greatest
you will find this course to be the line · Initiato:r;:s, who in all their dealings
of least resistance in getting to the with their pupil _s maintain utter silence
with regard to what lies beyond the
bottom of your difficulties.
If you are acting in good faith and immediate experience and present need
of the worker.
Thus are we quite
not feigning, a fact easily ascertained
logically
and
irresistibly
brought to
from your reaction to the test of
fidelity, you will very soon learn that the final portion of the formula which
your greatest enemy is yourself. For confers Initiation.
the Grade you then possess the formula
of Initiation consists of what is usually termed an Infernal Rite, that of
the Slain God or King, identical with
the chief ceremony observed in all external religions, whose office is to
mould the astral vehicle of the human
race. Since many volumes have been

In order to secure your heart's fondest desire, the longing of the scarlet
heart girt with the emerald serpent,
four things only are paramount. First,
the magical link with the Masters; second, the oath of obedience with its
fulfilment in the forging of the ele(Turn to page 22)
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Every Boy Is Father To
His Own Manhood
OMEHOW, -reflective wisdom does signs of set baby behavior, followed, in
not get to us with a full measure part, throughout all later transformaof understanding until after the tion. Some ascribe this to heredity,
age of forty years. Then, when we see but the belief is growing that this and
ourselves as others do not, we perceive all other characteristics are due to an
that about all our physical o-,: mental acquired impulse which the little one
acts had a ,start way back in the up- has gripped as its duty in life. When
hills of youth, like the little mountain we place a number of children together ,
streams that tumble together to make at a very early age, soon after they
a great river. Our personal peculiari- have learned to creep, we are quickly
ties all seem to have such a derivation. able to pick the aggressive, the docile
Let me urge those who read here and the middle types. Let them play
to give this thought a long series of and intermingle a little while and repractical tests. · If it is true, as I be- peat this herding exercise for a few
lieve it is, then our system of educa- days and then we find a new set of
tio~ should be changed to meet the types, quite remarkable, in speechless,
problems herein presented.
creeping youngsters. One will develop
This idea involves only the basic as a pugnacious leader with one or two
trend of our manly behavior. No sys- sub leaders and all the others will be
tem of psychology has, as yet, reduced resigned members of the baby gang.
Here begins that very important
the groundwork of the mind to the
irreducible; nor have we a simple sys- series of traits of manliness, which,
tem of the base lines of beginning later, by practice and habit, make
thought or behavior that can be used leadJrs, executives and workers and,
for our present purpose. But let us here, high strung temperamentalism
take a few familiar qualities of men and settled self-control gets new imthat are common among our friends pulses to condition the mental deterand run these back to their fountain mination to shape future conduct.
heads. The parents, sisters, brothers,
The use of hands and feet are, per the home environment, the teachers, haps, the most important factors of
companions, all have a powerful influ-. early life in shaping the destiny of
ence; even the domestic animals help future manhood. By far the greatest
in molding manhood; but there is, usu- problem of baby life is its trouble in
ally, a period in very early boyhood finding its feet to walk erect and baldays when something happens that sets ance its head and body. The babies of
the metal in his spine to qualify his animated nature have an easy time to
type of behavior. Thereafter, he be- get a footing compared te the helpless
comes a set individual with a set sys- babe of man. To stand and walk on
tem of acts, which acts are changed two little feet with an oversized toponly to a limited extent by the influ- heavy head and a body that is made
ence of others or diversities of envir- for support by four feet taxes not only
onment all thrnugh later life.
the brain but every muscle, nerve and
We ~annot hope to give here, more organ of the body. Everything within
than a few suggestive influences in insurgent babyhood must fall in line
this vast domain of the child world to learn and condition the art of
wherein the seed of manhood sprouts. equilibrium.
Barring abnormal reactions, the gen·The falls, the skinned elbows and
eral behavior of childhood is first noted knees, the bruised heads and injured
in two distinct classes; those with a noses, one and all, have pains and lastkeen, aggressive interest, displaying ing influences out of which most of
a highly nervous temperament; and the latter fear and timidity of manthose with a docile resignation to the hood gets its start. According to W atcall of the stomach. In the course of son, the father of behaviorism, there
time, between these two types will ap- are only two sources of fear; the sudpear a middle class, into which the den loss of -support as in missed footgreat majority of all children, sooner ing and an unaccustomed noise from
or later, fit themselves but, always, _behind. Both of these first get to the
that little outstanding character is child in a forcible manner at about the
noted which appeared in the first time it learns to walk. Temperament

S

and self control also get most lasting
habits at this time. The very grave
hardship of the first walking days of
childhood open the windows to future
m_anhood.
When the big business of learning
to walk with lasting self-confidence is
settled, and this takes a long time,
then the mind and body is quickly set
to work with never-ceasing action. The
hand use, already far advanced before
fpot use, worried the little master of
self, but neglected during the all-absorbing task of trying to walk. H3:nds
now get renewed attention. The little
one examines its fingers and toes;
plays with them. The little joints get
new motion every day, but, above all,
the spirit of being self-determined
with originality and inventive skill
now begins.
At about three years, the little mind
begins, definitely, to put together the
process of thought. The eye perceives
and transmits to the brain definite
mental pictures. These are augmented
by sounds in an understanding harmony with the senses of touch, taste
and smell. The child asks questions
and takes in the great universe with
amazing rapidity. ·At about this time,
something is likely to happen which
will fix the mental capacity for prolonged memory. In those who remember outstanding childhood impressions,
the period at about three years is the
time most often remembered in later
life.
During the next few years, baby
manhood spends its . time in exercise in
the basic functions of mind and body
which it has already acquired. Every
reaction is conditioned and reconditioned into set functional . habits that will
remain all through life as the foundation of its intelligence. Of this very
important period with its lasting power
in grounding manly habits, we have too
little useful information to establish
the far-reaching principle involved in
the question "What is the mechanism
of thought and memory?" Do we perceive, think and memorize in words?
My observations of child-life tempts
me to assert that the process of the
mind is not in words but in sense perception; mainly, in pictures through
the eye, modified or augmented by
sound and the senses of touch, taste
(T1trn to page 22)
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The Psychology of
Correct Mental Attitudes
By MELVILLE CLEMENS BARNARD
In the Divine Economy there is no
creation without purpose! The birds
of the air, the beasts of the woods, the
fish of the sea-even
the ff,owers of
the field are all created f M· a r eason.
OUBLY true is this so of Man.
Created of the dust of the earth
and the Breath of the Eternal,
you have a Niche in Life to fill that no
one else may occupy. If you have not
attained your ideal it is because you
are not in alignment with those beneficial powers placed within you-the
Giant within that stands ready at your
beck and call to serve you and aid you
in finding your rightful place in the
scheme of things.

D

And mark you! It is the MENTAL
ATTITUDES
you assume towards
MATERIAL THINGS that count and
that effect your destiny and that of
your fellows. Upon your MOODS and
FEELINGS, then, hinges your future
achievement and success and its influence upon mankind.

for action. Thoughts are real things
and all the achievements in Life depends upon strong mental attitudes.
Horace
Fletcher
once
said:
"STRONG HABITS OF THOUGHT
have invariably made their masters
superior to HEREDITY, and to ENVIRONMENT, and to ILLNESS, and
to WEAKNESS of all kinds, and have
redeemed them from NON -SUCCESS
-----------

--

---

--,

MUSINGS
I know a garden, a lovely peaceful garden
Where radiant flowers of brightest tints
abound;
Where summer reigns supreme, as queen
and guardian
With all her busy court, its scents and
sounds.
Oft have I mused upon its verdant
splendor,
Its wealth of color and richly perfumed
breath,
Its soothing sounds and aspect soft and
tender
Then pondered o'er that grizzly phantom, Death.
I know a river, a swiftly flowing river
Deep in its limpid pools the finny folks
abound;
Where Turll ne reigns supreme as queen
forever
O'er all its glistening force and secret
depths profound.
Oft have I mused upon its ceaseless
motion
Its tireless rush throughout the day
and night
Its endless source from sky to boundless
oceanThen pondered o'er the mystic fount of
Life.

How often with the dawning of a
new year you hear some laughingly
and flippantly announce that "they
have turned over a new · leaf and
started clean." In a week they have
forgotten such action on their own
part.
Yet there are those who yearning to
Flow on, Oh river! between thy verdant
be, to d,o and to dare something worthbanks,
Smile on sweet garden through Love,
while that add a firm mental reservathy keeper's eyes.
tion to such resolutions and so order
Send forth the truth through Nature's
mandates frank
their way that at the close of the year
Confirm the Eternal truth, and confound all lies.
when a re-capitulation is taken they
For in my musing mind, I that truth
are able to joyously note advancement
have found:
Thy pregnant lessons my inmost Soul
made.
hath taught
That through the Universe the wondrous
These are the humans that accomfact resounds,
That LIFE IS ENDLESS and DEATH
plish things. That benefit the place
IS NOT.
wherein they live. That strengthen
Alfred Peters.
the weak-kneed ones and inspire to
greater effort the stalwart of earth.
What is the psychology of their
success-the
secret of their achieve- and MISERY to the enjoyment of
ment? CORRECT MENTAL .J\TTI- SUCCESS,
HONOR and HAPPITUDES !
NESS."
Few realize the possibilities and poWe are bundles of HABITS. From
tentialities that
dormant within infancy up we are consciously or uneach breast.
"Each of us," declares consciously being molded by them. But
Professor James, "has resources of to each and every one is given the
which he does not dream."
ability to choose our molds-dominate
The greatest thing an individual can our environment-determine
our desdo for himself-and
for others-is
to tiny. We fit ourselves for our future
start
THINKING
I
When men by such selection. Just as some physTHINK the air becomes surcharged
ical wreck by living a sane, abstemious
1

lie

life re-builds himself anew so by CORRECT MENTAL ATTITUDES we develop the "IMMORTAL I."
He who enters the arena of Life in
the proper frame of mind cannot fai l.
The great Darius eleva t ed the Jewish
exile Daniel among all the Princes of
Persia according to the record because
"An excellent spirit was found in him."
First, then, it seems to me, one
should cultivate the mental attitude of
REALIZATION.
To make it more
vita l, more pertinent and personal each
morning soliloquize as follows:

"Soul of mine! I have a NICHE
in life to fillr-a niche no one else may
occupy. If I do not fill it, it will remain empty and barren through
Eternity. I am created for a purpose.
I have a mission to per/ orm. I have a
place to fill which I CAN fill if I
rally the myriad forces of my mind
which are each at my beck and call
and ready to press forward. Let me
henceforth set a VALU/1TION upon
myself. I am cognizant of my PHYSICAL weight but what of my MENTAL
and SPIRITUAL avoirdupois? Am I
a power in the community? Am I a
power among my associates? Am I a
power in my businesS' and home? ls
my INFLUENCE sought? How rnuch
ALLOY is mixed with the GOLD? In
the r.ealm of the MENTAL
and
SPIRITUAL
am I a GIANT or a
DWARF? Am I what I was meant to
be?"
Of such mental positions nci less authority than Prof . Walter Dill Scott,
observes: "Success or failure in business is caused more by MENTAL ATTITUDE even than by MENTAL CAPACITY."
And it is Shakespeare
who declares "It is the mind that
makes the body rich."
And when you have come to a
REALIZATION of this fact you have
taken your first step SUCCESSW ARD!
0 what glory avth this world put on,
For him who with a fervent heart goes
forth,
Under the bright and glorious sky, and
looks
'
On duties well performed and days
well spent.
-LONGFELLOW.
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Leo Children
By ALFRED C. GROTE
CHART

N Leo the fifth constellation of the The character is developed along artisThese people have high
zodiac we find t he star Regulus. tic lines.
It is of the first magnitude and aspirations and having religious sentiwas known .among the ancient astrol- ments they endeavor to live up to all
ogers as "The Royal Star ," and "Lord that is tru e, noble and sincere. They
despise all that is underhanded, base
of the affairs of Heaven."
In Greek mythology Leo was the or mean and are not given to subt erterrible lion whose den was in the fuge or evasion.
The children born in 1930 during
Nemean Forest.
It was one of the
twelve labors of the famous hero, Her- the Sun's passage through Leo (July
cules, to kill this lion. Fearlessly he 24th to August 23rd) will be keen,
entered the forest and · encountering
alert and active mentally. Perhaps a
the lion in his den strangled him as little too bluntly, they will say just
he had strangled the serpents in his what they mean this being the tenden:.
infancy. He emerged with the lion's cy of those born under Leo. Mars is
hide upon his broad shoulders . The in Gemini, so that its energy will be
god Jupiter, to commemorate this feat expressed through their minds rather
of his son placed the lion among the than their desires. They will be expestars .
ditious in thought and decisive in
The Sun is at the height of its splen- speech and therefore have ability for
dor in this sign, therefore the ancients speaking, writing, and debating . These
symbolized it by the "King of Beasts." traits will make them successful in law
Among the Jews Leo was the sign of and literature, especially if Mars is
the ancient tribe of Judah.
well aspected at birth . They will be
Leo is the second of the Fiery signs. liable to act suddenly and on impulse
Leo represents an eternal flame, the often to their own detriment, therefire of Leo being like the "ever-burnfore they should use the strong willing" fires of the Magi, the followers of power bestowed on them by Leo to
the prophet Zarathustra. Ahura Mazda overcome rashness.
the chief diety of the Magi was the
These children will have an inclinaSun and the stars were believed to be tion towards pride. They will want to
angels who carried out his will.
be at the head and will be rather domLike the symbolic fire of his sign the ineering. They should be taught the
Leo native is a steady and persevering
wisdom of Christ's saying "Who would
individual. The Sun is ruler of Leo be greatest among you, let him be your
giving its developed natives a noble, servant." These children will strive to
elevated and commanding individuality. make their dreams and noble ideas
practical. The more they develop self'control, the greater will be their success. The great-heartedness
of the
developed type will make them aim to
rise to raising others, their natures
expanding in positions of dignity.
The poetic instinct will be strong
within them. They will be good actors
and love drama. Music will have a
strange effect upon their highly emotional natures seldom failing to make
a strong impression upon them.
LEO

I

FOR

AUGUST

The 1930 Leo children are likely to
be despondent when in trouble for
Jupiter is in opposition to Saturn during most of the period. Their generous hearts will lead them to bestow
many favors upon those who win their
love; ungratefulness
on the part of
their friends will hurt them considerably. They will take unkind and unjust treatment very much to heart, but
will seldom hold a grudge. They are
natur ally very affectionate and loving
and r equire a great deal of sympathy
as do most people born under fiery
signs.
Like their planetary symbol
they will be r egal characters, desiring
to excel and lead for they will be born
rulers. They will be able to obtain the
devotion of those in their environment
and the willing obedience of inferiors.
They should have noble and exalted
aims in life. An act of kindness will
always be long remembered by them
and they will be very grateful for favors. In affection they will not be
fickle and be the last to forsake a
friend. They will always defend their
loved ones and any meanness directed
towards them will arouse their resentment and somewhat hasty tempers.
From. July 24th to August 3rd Mercury will be in Virgo giving the children born during this period discriminating and analytical minds. They will
ha ve the ability to express themselves
well in a number of languages and do
(T urn to page 20)
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SEPTEMBER 10th
The NIGHT
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ELL, suffering
Snakes!
What's come over you all
of a sudden-you don't believe in it yourself, do you?
"I'm forced to admit, Bob," replied
Stanley, wj.th a suggestion of irritability, "that I have always entertained
pretty much the same pig-headed opinion as you-"
"Then what are you kicking-?"
"Until-last night!"
Tait's round eyes blinked owlishly
behind his thick lenses. Myra, exclaimed excitedly and, clutching Stanley's sleeve, drew him toward her: "Oh,
Richard, you mean-there
was something?"
"I mean-" he said with solemn impressiveness, "that I both saw and
heard enough last night, to provide me
with food and thought until the crack
of doom!"
"I'll bet dollars to doughnuts, you
had a cargo of wet goods aboard-"
Stanley flashed round upon him.
"You know a damn sight better than
that, Tait," he grated indignantly,
"You never saw me drunk in your
life!"
"Well, go ahead," grunted the big
fellow, "spin your yarn."
"I've already told you," began Stanley, lighting a fresh cigaret, "how the
broad sheet of lightning revealed to me
the old shack at the same instant I discovered the danger of my situation.
The storm was terrific, so, as · you may
suppose, I lost no time in availing myself of the shelter offered. Once inside,
I struck a match and stared about me.
As you have said, Myra, the place was
furnished with a table, two stools and
a pile of hay in one corner. There was
also a door, directly facing that by
which I had entered and whieh, I later
discovered, led out--with but a few feet
to spare-upon
the brink of the cliff,
over which I had come within an ace
of tumbling.
"There was, of course, neither lamp,
lantern nor candle about the place, the
thunder roared and crashed overhead, the rain kept up a continuous
drumming upon the roof and the
transient flare of lightning illumined
the interior of the room-through
the
one small window at brief intervals. I
lit my pipe and threw myself down upon the hay in the corner,

For upwards of an hour I must have
lain there upon my back, hands clasped
above my head, thinking and smoking
while the storm raged unabated. At
length, feeling somewhat drowsy, I extinguished my pipe, turned on my side
and soon was in a profound slumber.
On reflection, I am convinced I must
have slept for hours though, at the
time, it seemed no more than a few
minutes at most, before I was awakened by a sensation of a chill. A
strong current of air, not fresh and invigorating, but of a penetrating, damp
and even nauseating quality, wafted
downward and over me assailing my
nostrils dii;;agreeably. Still lyi,ig on my
side with my face to th(: wall, I remained quiet for a moment endeavoring to collect my sleep drugged wits.
The storm had ceased and for a brief
period my mind remained a blank regarding it and my surroundings. Again
I became disagreeably aware of an
earthy odor, strongly suggestive · of
mould and decay, borne toward me on
the chill atmosphere of the room.
Suddenly conscious of the lowpitched deep toned murmur of voices
close by I opened my eyes and rolling
from my left to my right side I stared
about me. To my unbounded astonishment the room was no longer
shrouded in darkness, but was filled
with a faintly luminous glow in which
it was possible to distinguish objects,
though not clearly. The two stools, at
either side of the table ·, were occupied
by two figures vaguely discernible as
to outline. I reclosed my eyes-pressing my fingers upon the lids and, after
a moment, looked_again.
This time both forms were more distinctly picked out--more luminous in
the bluish light, that shade of blue
which shows - itself when a match is
touched to alcohol; I made out the figures of two men facing each other
across the table, upon which they
leaned, apparently engaged in earnest
conversation.
I strained my ears to
gather some inkling of the purport of
their discussion, but was unable to
overhear a word. They spoke a muffled undertone-curiously
without rising or falling inflection.
By this time the light had grown
stronger, being sufficient to enable me
to get a fairly clear idea of the general
appearance of the two. One of them

was a roughly dressed, bearded fellow
of about fifty, with an evil looking
countenance.
The other was smooth
faced and rather boyish appearing,
though as his l>ack was toward me I
could only study him in profile.
I experienced no misgivings, supposing them to have been, like myself,
caui;;ht in the storm and to have
sought shelter in the shack. While
watching them I was occupied in trying
to· find an answer to two questions:
why had they utterly ignored my presence, and from whence proceeded that
mysterious light? I could not convince
myself that the latter wa s thrown from
some spot out of, or beyond my line of
vision and I was puzzled to account
for it.
There was something furtive about
sprang to his feet in obvious alarm
the behavior of the older man. He
seemed . on the alert-listening
for
some sound from without.
Once he
and peered through the window. Having resumed his former position at the
table I presently saw him draw from
his pocket a small canvas bag from
which, on opening it, he abstracted a
huge sheaf of paper money. Separating this into two piles, he pushed the
smaller one toward his companion and
thrust the larger back into the bag,
restoring the latter to his pocket. The
younger man counted what lay before
him, somewhat sullenly I thought,
mumbling beneath his breath and there
followed a low toned heated argument.
Suddenly the youth leaped to his
feet and struck the bearded one a terrific blow in the face. There was a
cry of rage from the latter as he stood
erect, grasping an ugly looking knife ·
in his right hand-his
face contorted
into a hideous grimace of hate and
fury. In a flash the other was upon
him, clutching the wrist of the knife
hand, and they struggled madly for
possession of it.
"Horrified, I was on my feet in a
moment and had hurled myself at
them! Stanley paused for a moment
and, with a shuddering sigh, swept a
hand across his forehead. Tait made
to speak but was silenced with a
gesture.
"Wait!" was the brusque command,
"I've almost finished-I hurled myself
at and upon them, clutching wildly at
(Turn to page 20)
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USELESS

SACRIFICE
or No Greater Love
By ANNA H. MONTREUIL
AU Rights Reser ved

(Continued from July issue)

rJ"HEhour corresponded with a
.I. ~ainful treatment which Dr.
Parker hoped would heal the
wound."
"Thermo-cautery punctures," supplemented the young physician.
"That is as I thought," mused Dr.
Rolland. He paused a moment, then
continued: "What •I am about to say
may surprise you both. Through unusual circumstances while the child
was in formation, your distressed attitude towards your husband's injury
forged an indissoluble bond between
the father and the child. Your fear
for your baby and the constant vision
of the father's wound impressed it in
a corresponding spot on the infant's
back. There was also transmission of
sensibility, as I supposed, since, from
its birth, every throb of pain the
father experienced found echo in the
scar of the child. Now, the father is
dead and the child, also, is doomed to
die unless we can, without injuring
her, disrupt the link which so mysteriously unites the two astral bodies of
father and daughter."
"Ohl" exclaimed the two who were
so eagerly listening to this extraordinary diagnosis.
Dr. Rolland continued: "The only
means of accomplishing this severance
is by incinerating
immediately the
body of Lieutenant McFay!"
At these words Mrs. McFay gave a
cry of anguish, and burst into violent
sobbing:
"How
cruel!
Doctor,
surely there must be some other way?"
Dr. Parker
was moved-he
addressed his confrere:
"Dr. Rolland,
why cremation?
Will not ordinary
burial have the same results?"
"No!!!" answered the learned metaphysician, "since already the child is
taking on her father's cadaveric condition. In this case the bond was not
severed by death. Incineration is our
only hope-for
it takes but three
hours, while as you know natural dPcomposition is the work of several
years. The child will be dead in another day or two, at most, for her circulation is already greatly arrested."
"How will you save her, even if the

body be cremated?" asked the family
doctor.
"By putting the child in deep hypnotic sleep during the cremation; it is
the only possible way of saving her."
"But my baby will feel the terrific
heat," wailed the poor mother.
"Not at all, madam. Your baby will
experience absolutely no sensation of
any kind save what ,r will suggest to
her. Do not fear." He pulled out his
watch.
"Eight-thirty
already!
We
must hurry. Parker, call up Montreal
and inquire what time the cremation
can take place at the earliest hour tomorrow."
Dr. Parker left immediately.
Mrs. McFay was prostrated with
grief. On the one hand, her poor busband, accidentally
shot only that
morning; whose funeral was to take
place two days later.
On the other
hand, her only child, her darling little
four-year-old Muriel, who was doomed
to die also-there was no choice.
"Do as you think best, Doctor," she
said, as she gave him her hand, and
still sobbing she went to spend her last
moments with her unfortunate busband.
While the last sad preparations for
the removal of the body on the night
train to Montreal were in progress,
Dr. Rolland was with the child.
"Since your visit, Doctor, the baby's
color seems much better and the extremities are less clammy," remarked
the nurse.
Dr. Rolland nodded-the
breathing was more normal, he noticed. He took the child's left hand in
his right and remained silent for some
minutes. Then, slowly, with a soft yet
penetrating voice he spoke: Muriel,Muriel-Open your eyes. Wake up,Muriel-Come back,-come back."
Suddenly the small eyelids flickered
-the nurse brushed a tear from her
cheek and pressed her hand to her
beating heart.
Would the child respond to the masterly command?
"Muriel," continued the hypnotist in
his persuasive voice. "Muriel--obey.Quick,-the
mother," he ordered, and
the nurse ran out of the room.
"Come back and see mama."-The
eyelids fluttered again and the mouth

· became less rigid. Presently mother
and nurse softly entered. "Cheerful,"
whispered the Doctor as he turned his
head and looked at Mrs. McFay.
"Muriel,"
be repeated
imperiously.
"Come back to your mama." The little eyes made an effort to open.
Mother and nurse stifled an exclamation of surprise and hardly breathed in
the tenseness of their emotion.
"Muriel."
Slowly the pretty blue eyes opened
and a faint smile played over the
sweet baby face.
The mother advanced with outstretched arms.
Gently, though firmly, the Doctor _
pushed her out of the child's reach.
"Muriel, you will not return with
your daddy in the beautiful garden.
You will remain with mama."
The
eyes which had closed opened again
and she looked at her mother.
"Look at me," commanded the Doctor, . who then proceeded to suggest
sleep, peaceful sleep, and warmth. He
pressed his palms on the child's temples, then made magnetic passes, and
shortly the little one breathed regularly, rythmically.
The Doctor once more repeated his
commands:
"You are very sleepyyou are tired and sleepy-you are not
cold-you are warm and well-sleepsleep."
He looked at his watch.
"You are asleep and will awaken all
alone in ten minutes. When the clock
strikes 9 :30 you will awaken."
The
child's expression had become peaceful; the Doctor tenderly put the little
hands under the blankets.
·
"Is she warmer, Doctor?" asked the
wondering nurse.
"Feel her hands," he answered.
"You can't wake her."
He moved
towards the sofa at the end of the
room where the mother, overcome with
joy and relief, was sobbing-her head
buried on her arms.
"Poor little woman!" sighed the
Doctor sympathetically, but he said:
"Rejoice, I have every reason to believe we may save her unless some unforeseen complications set in."
"How can I ever thank you, Doctor," said the grateful mother.
(Concluded next month)
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OCCULT

ACTION

By C. D. ADAM
CCULT students in the United
States ' live in an atmosphere of
intense activity on the planes
physical, mental and emotional. They
find in this scientific era of big business, mass · production and universal
education, a psychological situation,
headlong and chaotic in which moral,
intellectual a~d social values are highly
unstable. In every field old formulas
are breaking up and new one are struggling bl indly tokards formulation and
expression.

0

Occult students are vitally concerned
with, and involved in this national situation because it contains the keys to
the current type of mentality and because all group work must necessarily
deal with it in ·some form. To be effective and attain results occult workers must deal with motives, mental
forms and emotional attitudes as they
exist in the institutions and customs
of their group. Without this accurate
alignment
and careful adjustment
those who wish to help the race towards ' enlightenment will do more
harm than good. Every type of current knowledge including religion, science, education, art, literature, business, and social law, under the pressure
of evolution and the invisible influence
of the Hierarchy, is being raised to
higher levels appropriate for the coming cycle; and everywhere there is
great opportunity for those personalities who know when, where and how
to use their spiritual energies for human progress.

tuitive sense of what the subconscious work because the power lies in the soul
contains and a comprehensive love of itself and may be aroused only by selfthe egos in his group are all necessary initiated effort. Self-study, backed by
for the occult teacher of today. Most will and imagination, shows the way.
occult students have something definite As soon as a student cuts deeply
and valuable to contribute to the spir- enough into the thought and motivaitual impulse in their environment yet tion of his group civilization to see it
few are able to put it across in the in its entirety he immediately GETS
right way at the right time to the VISION and sees all around and
right person.
through the human forces with which
The Masters are concerned not so he has to deal; this is the knowledge
much with what we learn but with which gives power; the average person
what we do for the race with our centered in the personality must deal
knowledge; and if the knowledge al- with a succession of confusing and unready given were · better and more related fragments in himself and his
broadly distributed to this soul hungry associates; his power both for good
and blind humanity, more would be and evil is relatively small.
forthcoming and the Cosmic Plan
Occult action then depends on soul
would work out faster. Many occult knowledge and on the ability to touch,
students, in the earlier stages of the handle and guide the secret motives
and thoughts which rule mankind.
There should be among spiritual students a definite organized system of
using and testing their knowledge on
By H. B. Humphrey
other souls; for only as their knowlPhilosophy, what is the word?
edge proves its quality and power in
Sing!
that you may be heard:
What call ye, Truth of all truth?
group action, does it become complete,
Whisper-my
name ever, "Zuth."
authentic and harmoniously adjusted
I am the queen of the air,
I am discerned everywhere,
to the system. Correlation and coDesire Is the mother of prayer,
Seek ye to rest from all care?
ordination of the inner vision with the
Seek ye within for my hand,
outer civilized situation is difficult and
Look ye without for my land,
Search everywhere for the plan,
discouraging in the beginning but the
Know me whenever you can.
Build not a church to my name,
practice is invaluable to those earnest
Schools ever free are my fame:
students who wish to work in the Great
Everywhere look for all facts,
Make them the guide for your acts.
Plan and who realize the enormous laThis is religion of old,
This is philosophy bold,
bor necessary before humanity can
This is all science so cold.
free itself from the bonds of time,
"Zuth," be our guide to unfold.
space and matter. The Universe is a
"water tight" system; SOMEONE pays
Path, fail to realize the importance of the price for every iota of motion and
their work and the infinite resources progress; and the utter littleness of
of the Powers behind them. Grea1;_ humanity and its efforts will never be
spiritual effects are often created by realized until the stupendous scope of .
apparently trivial and unimportant the work of the Great Ones is fully
acts; for a little energy of the ego out- seen and known.
weighs in the higher worlds many of
Occult action depends on the power
the great enterprises on the purely in ideas and ideas rule the Universe.
human plane. It is this matter of To become proficient workers 'for the
working in a strange and impalpable Hierarchy we must learn and study
sphere where little things become big, the ideas in the libraries of our own
and big things become little, and where souls; we shall then have the power
human rewards and values exist not, and vision to deal with the soul of
that confuses the occult worker of our humanity and will leave behind us a
day. Occult experience results from trail of glory wherever we walk.-Rethe action of the most powerful and print from The Beacon, Foster Bailey,
subtle forces with which mankind can Editor.
deal and is always revolutionary in
method; Jf it is not so it is not genuine
Religion can never re!orm mankind becauae
experience.
religion ia slavery,
It is far better to be free,

THE LOST WORD

Occult knowledge at this stage, in
dealing with average intelligent people
must be wisely transmuted and adjusted to each individual in order to be
acceptable and useful. Only experience
obtained through wide and active contact with souls and the ideas and emotions which they inhabit, can give the
student the ability to teach correctly
and thus bring his spiritual energy into
occult action for group welfare. The
pure altruistic motive and the mentality which deals accurately in soul
values, require slow and careful development and long study but eventually
make the developed teacher who IS, in
himself, the synthesis of qualities and
energies which he wishes to impart.
Abstraction, disinterestedness, a working knowledge of group thought, psychological analysis, a well informed
Each student must discover his own
intellect, an orga~ized idealism, an in- methods and opportunities for spiritual

to leave the forts and barricades of fear, &o
stand erect and face the future with a ■mlle.
lNGERSOLL,
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AS IT IS WRITTEN
As it is written in the scrollof life,
thus shall it befall, and in no other wise.
-Pali
By CAPTAIN s. P. MEEK
(Continued fro m July isstte)

A

KNOCK sounded at the door.
The little devils all laughed
and pointed toward the door-

way.
"No," shrieked Clymo, "I won't go.
I know you have come for me, but I
won't go. I'll die here if I have to
die. Go away and let me alone."
The knock was repeated and Clymo
momentarily gained control of himself.
"What is it?" he called.
A chatter of Chinese answered him
and Clymo strove to recall his scattered
wits enough to understand it. The
voice spoke_again and Clymo made out
the question .
"Leave me," he answered in the same
language. "Are you a fool and the
son of a fool that you disturb a sage
at his _devotions?"
The voi~ apologized abjectly and
fluently and a patter of retreating
steps told Clymo that his injunction
had been obeyed. He looked around
the room and found himself alone and
strove to crawl to the washstand. He
had almost reached it when a knife
thrust of pain made him pause and
gasp and a leering face stood between
him and the coveted drink. The face
changed to a figure, the portly figure
of Bundu Hotok but surmounted with
the face of a fiend.
. "As it is written," cried the figure
in Pali and held out a crystal ball and
in its limpid depths Clymo saw again
the collision between the taxicab and
the ambulance. He shut his eyes to
avoid seeing the denouement but the
devil before him described it with a
sickening fidelity to detail that sent a
wave of nausea over Clymo.
The pain gripped him again and he
screamed in agony and doubled up.
Again a sharp knock sounded at the
door.
"Go away!" he cried, "I won't go
with you. You are one of the ten
thousand devils who tempted the Exalted One the . night that he obtained
wisdom and now you come in an ambulance to tempt me to torture and
death. Go away!"
The knock sounded again louder and
clearer . and Clymo pulled himself together once more.
"What is it?" he called.
"Police," answered a voice crisply.

"Open this door or I'll batter it down."
"Go away!" cried Clymo. "I have
done nothing that the police could want
me for. Go away and let me alone.
You are not fooling me, I know you.
Buddham saranam gacchami. In the
name of the Exalted One, be exorcized!"
The pain gripped him again and left
him trembling and weak but sane.
There was a murmur of consultation
from beyond the door and the crisp
voice spoke again.
"Unless this door is opened within
thirty seconds, we will open it by
force," it declared.
The thought struck Clymo that he
might be injured · if · the door were
forced and he crawled toward it. The
pain was getting worse and he had to
pause and gasp for breath. There was
a sound of heavy blows and he saw
that the door was g1vmg way. Hurriedly he crawled toward the other
end of the room.
The flimsy door gave way and two
uniformed figures stood in the doorway .
"What's ' going on in here?" asked
one of them. "The wailing and yelling
were enough to wake the dead. Are
you drunk. or opium crazy?"
The sight of the represent;itives of
western law and order served to rally
Clymo's scattered wits.
"Neither one, Officer," he said, "I'm
just a little sick. Something that I
have eaten disagreed with me and I
expect that I did groan rather loudly.
I'll try to keep quieter."
"Sick, are you?" asked the officer as
he advanced. "Holy Mother of Moses!"
he went on as he felt Clymo's head,
"You're burning up with fever!"
He turned to his companion.
"This is a sick man," he said. "I'll
stay here with him while you phone
for an ambulance. He has got to get
to the hospital right away."
"No?" shrieked Clymo, "I won't go!
For God's sake, Officer, don't get an
ambulance. If I have to go, let me
walk."
"You couldn't walk ten feet," said
the . officer with rough kindliness.
"You'r~ a sick man, but don't worry.
I've seen -men who were lots sicker get
well in no time. Just take it quiet and
easy now tJ.ntil the ambulance gets here

Text

and we'll have you comfortable in the
hospital in a few minutes."
Clymo struggled to his feet.
"For God's sake, Officer, not an ambulance," he begged. "Anything but
an ambulance. Let me walk. I can
walk all right."
He staggered forward but reeled as
the pain shot through him again. The
officer caught him and eased him
gently down on the bed.
"Just take it easy, brother," he advised. "The Doc'll be here in a minute
and if he says you can walk, we'll let
you."
The pain was worse and Clymo lay
gasping until a tramping of feet on
the stairs announced the advent of the
police surgeon.
"What's this?" he asked as he entered, "Stalling for sympathy, eh?"
Clymo grasped at the straw.
"Yes, sir," he said with a sickly grin,
"I was just stalling. I feel all right."
The surgeon looked at him critically
and walked over and laid a hand on
Clymo's head . He whistled and bent
over and poked him gently in the side.
Clymo gave a shriek of pain.
"Yes, you feel all right," said the
surgeon, heavy sarcasm in his voice.
"You feel so all right that you'll be a
corpse in twenty ~four hours if we don't
take care of you. You have .a bad attack of acute dyspepsia. Get a litter,
Bill," he went on to his inteme.
Clymo staggered to his :feet as . the
interne left the room.
"I don't need a litter, Doctor," he
protested.
"I am perfectly able to
walk to · the hospital if you will let a
man go with me and help me. You are
mistaken in your diagnosis. I am in
absolutely no danger of death from
dyspepsia, but I can't ride in an ambulance. Don't make me, Doctor!"
"Why don't you want to ride?" demanded the surgeon. "If you can give
me a good reason, maybe I'll tet you
walk."
"It will kill me to ride in an ambulance," said Clymo eagerly. ·"I know
that the ambulance will be wrecked if
I am in. it. Doctor, you owe it to me
and to yourself and to others whom
you will sacrifice if you force this tragedy to happen. Listen to the words of
wisdom, Doctor, I know what I am
saying."
(Turn to pag(! 25)
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MYSTIC

GEMS

The first installment of a series of 12 articles on the Astrological
significance of your birthstone.
·
N this tremendous age of Outpouring the hodden forces have been
most beneficient and fruitful. Not
since the dawn of recorded civilization
has humanity been so blessed and benefitted as during the period of the
Aquarian age, which began A.D. 1844.
Revelation ha& developed sanity where
generations of superstition have always
held sway and the forc es for good are
assuming control as opposition is gradually broken down. Minds are being
quickened and the golden truths of the
ages are being revealed.
This fascinating study of precious
and semi-precious gems and th eir association with the past is best explained
by Plato when he said that "Gems owe
their origins to the stars." This ageold understanding of minerals and their
relation to human life is evident in the
awakened mind of today, for Gem
Stones, aside from their usefulness and
beauty, have been intimately as sociated with all races and religions since
the dawn of humanity.
They have
been symbols of power and authority,
as well as mysticism in all its allurements, as the lives of the great bear
witness. They represented luxury and
wealth, conveyed joy and confidence
and gave warnings of coming events
inspiring faith and courage in time of
trouble.
No doubt, when the earth was in a
molten state, and before solidification
made vegetation possible, the Gem
Stone was formed.
Certain translucent gems owe their lustre to the action of the floods which preceeded the
volcanic period. The mating of metallic · oxides with oxygen cre at ed the
lovely blues, greens, r eds and other
colors in their varying shad es and
combinations.
The magnetic qualitie s of gem stones
and other minerals are little known or
understood because the purely ph ysical
senses are incapable of recognizing
t~em. We have the magnet, with its
hidden power to attract and lift heavy
metals, likewise the magnetic influence
of one person over another, yet we are
confounde4 when we try to explain this
influence.

I

ing that etheric influence affected
auriferous matter when he referred to
the origin of gems.

In recent times, we have varied evidence of the hidden mysteries of the
mineral kingdom. Marjorie Leckie, a
prominent,
non- prof essional
psychic
picked up a piece of rough Jasper in
the writer's collection and, while conversing on another subject suddenly
exclaimed: "What a strange friendly
stone . . . you gave love to this."
When pres sed for more information,
she continued: "You were the Good
Samaritan in time of nee<l and this
stone came to you . . . I can feel its
grat eful vibration s."
Marjorie was
correct, and many similar instances of
Gem Psychometry m;ight be given.
The Early Gem Stones
Emeralds, Rubies and Sapphires were
perhaps the earliest stones to be given
names. At first, all red stones were
called Rubies, green stones were called
Emeralds and blue stones, Sapphires.
Later on, these designations applied
only to transparent
or · translucent
stones, while the opaque stones of the
same colors were given other names
and they were subsequently classified
according to their density, specific
gravity, color, refraction, and were
properly placed with respect to their
planetary affinities, and in accordance
wit}} astronomical · and zodiacal reckoning.
The best example of the early use
of gem stones is no doubt the Breast
Plate worn by the ancient High Priest.
It bore the stones ascribed to the
Twelve months of the year and represented a stone for each of the Twelve
Tribes of Israel, each gem bearing an
anagram of the name of the Twelve
Tribes. These stones were:
Tribe
Odem
Pitdab
Bar eketh
Nofek
Sign
Ar ies
T aurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo
Libra

Science tells us that all things possess a force or energy all the way .
down the scale, from Man to Mineral.
The slow, atomic changes in the min- Scorpio
era! kingdom, however, make this Saggitarius
force more difficult to perceive. Plato Capricorn
was probably first to express his feel- Aquarius
Pisce11

Stone
Carneli al
Topaz
Emerald
Car bun cle

Greek Name
Sardion
Topazio
Smar gdos
Anthrax

Da tes
March 21 to A pr il 19
April 21 to May 22
May 22 to June 21
June 22 to July 22
July 23 to August 23
August 24 to September 22
Septemb er 23 to October 24
Octobe1· 24 to November 23
November 23 to December 21
December 22 to January 19
January 20 to February 19
Februa r y 19 to March 20

Sappir
Yohalon
Leshem
Shebo
Achlama
Tar shish
Shoh am
Yashpeh

Sapphire
Onyx
Jacinth
Agate

Amethy st
Chry solite
Beryl
J a sPer

Sapferios
Lygerion
Achates
Amethystos
Chrystolithos
Beryllion
Onychion

The Sons of Jacob, the Twelve
Chosen, each wore a stone, acc.ording
to the following table, which includes
the rotation of their births and the
Zodiac Signs under which they were
born:
Reuben
Simeon
Levi
Judab
Dan
Naphtali
Gad
Asher
I ssachar
Zebulon
Jo seph
Benjamin

Lapis
Beryl
Topaz
Ruby
Garnet
Amethyst
Bloodstone
Sapphi r e
Agate
Emerald
Sardonyx
Cornelian

Libra
Scorpio
Saggitarius
Capricorn
Aquaries
Pi sces
A ries
Taurus
Gemini
Cancer
Leo
Virgo

Days of the week were given their
stones and colors; Monday, the Moonstone (white); Tuesday, Ruby (red);
Wednesday, Amethyst (purple) ; Thursday f Emerald (green); Friday, Jade
(opaque green);
Saturday, diamond
( clear white), and Sunday, Topaz (yellow).

Birth Stones of the Zodiac
When it is understood that the
Sacred Word has undergone mutilation
and corruption, in its various translations and interpretations, to suit various material conditions, it is not surprising that the "standard" jewellers
chart of "birth stones" and the various
birthday books and cards, naming one
stone for an entire month, have also
cluttered our civilization with misrepresentations,
however ignorantly
achieved. Gradually, however, Astrology is reaching and convincing a vast
audience and, · sooner or later, there
will be a revision of the deceiving
charts now in use. The stones ascribed
to th e Signs of the Zodiac are as follows:
Pl anet
Mars
Venu s
Mercury
Moon
Sun
Mercury
Venus
Mars
Jupiter
Saturn
Uranu s
Neptune

Ston es
Blood stone, Diamond
Sapphire, Turquoise
Agate, Chrysoprase
Eme r ald, Moonstone, Pearl, Crystal
SardonYX, Tourma line, Amber, Ruby
Cornelian, J a de
Opal, · Coral, Lapis-Lazuli
Aquamarine, Beryl, Carbuncle
Topaz, Chrysolite, Gamet
Ruby, Spine!, Malachite, Jet , Ony x
Garnet, Zircon, Ja cinth , Hyacinth
Ameth yst , Ag ate
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OF THE ZODIAC
By ROY MASTER
(All r-ights ,·eserved)
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Zodiac Stones Ascribed for
ARIES
Mar _ch 21 to April 19
The stones for this sign are the
Bloodstone and Diamond. In ancient
times the latter was probably the
Chrystolithos,
a form of crystal,
ground Cabochon, as the cutting of diamonds was unknown before the Fifteenth century.
Bloodstone was the
stone of Gad, one of the Twelve Sons
of Jacob, who was born under the
sign Aries, while the Diamond, as it
was then known (Chrysolithos); was
used for the tribe of Tarshish.
The Bloodstone
This stone is of the Jasper family,
its hardness about 7, and its specific
gravity about 2-62. Its name is derived from the blood-red flecks which
are found imbedded in the green of
these stones. The flecks are formed
by iron oxide. It is an opaque stone,
takes a high polish and its consistency
is suitable for engraving. Many seals
and cameos have been cut in these
stones, examples of which may be
found in museums and private collections. India, Siberia, Bokhara and the
Hebrides furnish the principal supply

-

of Bloodstones, although inferior varieties are mined elsewhere. In the
early Roman history, the stone was
known as "Bloody Jasper" because of
the early belief that it contained drops
of blood, given in sacrifice by one of
the Gods. During the Byzantine period, likewise by artists of the Revival, it was regarded very highly,
because it was said to be the stone
which lay under the Cross on Calvary,
which was impregnated with the dripping blood of Jesus. It is therefore
said to be valuable for its divine
power to arrest hemorrhages and reduce the flow of blood from wounds.
It was worn by Roman soldiers for
this reason and it was often placed
upon wounds as a healing agent. The
modern use of iron-oxide, as a stringent, in surgery, is an indication that
the qualities ascribed to the Bloodstone may have had some foundation
in fact.
Early
Egyptians
wore
Bloodstone rings on the thumb, no
doubt because the thumb is influenced
by Mars, the ruling planet for the
House of Aries. Nechepsos, an Egyptian king, wore a bloodstone to vitalize the digestive organs. The stone
was engraved with a dragon, sur-

rounded by rays of light.
It was
declared to prolong life, among the
Gnostics, to inspire courage and induce
prosperity, to strengthen the muscles
of the stomach and bowels and to avert
despondency. People engaged in husbandry, during the middle ages, wore
the stone. It was declared to have
brought renown and the favour of the
great to many of the ancient Greeks
and Romans, to have inspired courage
and fortitude. -Greek and Roman athletes wore the stone. Bites of venemous scorpions were harmless to one
who used the stone, according to Pliny.
Marbodeus Gallus, writing of the
stone in 1670, says:
"It doth dispel out of the mind, the
force thereof is stronger.
In silver, if this stone is set, it doth
endure the longer."
In China, the stone is invariably set
in gold to obtain the best results, and
there is a tradition among Chinese that
if the stone is engraved with a Scorpion, during the Sign of Scorpio, it
would preserve . its wearer from stone
in the bladder.
THE DIAMOND
Next to the Emerald, the Diamond
is the most costly, and the hardest of
( Turn to page 28)
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- A STATEMENT
In reply to questions asked of us from all parts of the country, and in response to
propaganda which has been broadcast ~Y radio and published in the press in many sections
and which is distinctly antagonistic to the Religion and Philosophy of Spiritualism, we
publish in -this issue of The National Spiritualist a photostatic reproduction of a letter purported to have been signed by Beatrice Houdini and witnessed by three reputable and wellknown citizen~ of New York,
JOSEPH P. WHITWELL, President
National Spiritualist Association
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Truths

That Your Pen Reveals
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THE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY

famous Grapho-Physiologist
OF BIO-PSYCHOLOGY,Inc
Oll'en nnden; oour, .. tn Applied Bto-P,:ycboloa 1Dch14
1
Not so many years ago, in the City
The Graphologist may estimate ma- h~,,::r•1'i1
1 ~ In~~~~ •: ~J:j. •~tt~!·ifi'4
0,:.~J
of Port Arthur, Ontario, a very like- terial possibilities largely through the {::::;tl~.
ua':?~~
~r~r.,~[.J'•i
01
1~':,:.x'd,:,:;~i:i
0~0:!:n~i°u.:rie.
able boy who fell in love with a girl, type of writing used, which is of itself,
and • OOl)J
ol the JJ1I:
whose father, a well known and re- an indication: But there are other THE TAYLOR UNIVERSITY OF eto-l'SYCHOLOIY
. t s w h'ICh may be we11 to cons1'd er Note:
INC., DEPT . 14, CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE
spec ted f armer, was known t o trea t po1n
Tbo tJnlver,tt 7 11 1110 Remdent Department of
07
her not too kindly and resented very
Mechanical ability for example man- f,!\1
• .!3.,!.°"E;~=~t'.
Ina., •blah •1~ J:'r~t,:~n':f
much her affection for this boy, came ifests itself in a great many different
to my home one morning and handed ways. The degree to which it indime his signature on a piece of paper cates a leaning is all that distinguishes
with a line below which read: "God the putterer from the expert worker
Why Worry? When Your
hates a coward, am I one?"
In Thomas Edison's handwriting
NaturalBrain-CellRadios
I asked this young man to ·be seated there is a tendency to the mechanical,
and I carefully analyzed the slip of but Edison worked •with his head and
Can
Contact Universal Intelligence and bring depaper: "You had murder in your heart in the writing the formation of lettersired Knowledge, if :tour Thinking is propwhen you wrote these lines and if you ing is a great deal like that of Emmererly directed.
It then builds the required
Battery-Power
in the Brain-cells that will
do not summon all the commonsense son, both of these men, fundamentally
tune in on ProSJ)erity, Health and Happiness
and also drive the Blues away.
that exists in your
,----------------,
are
philosophers.
. Learning how to Train Thinking In each
Mental Faculty is Your Guide for producing
body and get conSPECIMEN AN AL YSIS
It is interesting
a greater Destiny.
MAN is the product of
trol of your emoin view of a woHis past Predominent
Thinking.
RIGHT
tions at once, you
B.B., Mich.-Pride is shown in
man's traditional
Thinking is an acquired Art. All men who
the specimen and a vast amount
have achieved Greatness know it.
will hang."
of self-confidence. Still you have
helplessness in the
All Sciences have a method to apply, but
until recently psychology has had none to
His face was
one great drawback; you are
face of hammer
guide Man into Scientific Thinking whereby
pale and his big
self-conscious.
and saw, to record
He could learn how to win the Battles of
Life.
The Yogles use Brain-Cell Building
blue eyes looked
Your ideals are exceedingly
the fact, that mebut have no charted plan of the Mental
F aculties to guide their Meditations,
notalmost listless but
high a nd your loyalty combined
chanical traits are
withstanding
their greatness in uncovering
.sed he
with sympathy is :plainly exmy steries.
he Proml
pressed.
by no means few
Our Copyrighted Chart with 55,000 words
would think of my
You have been disappointed
in woman's ·handof instruction teaches you a Definite Way to
Learn
S'cientific Thinking.
Price, $12.50. ,
warning,
Three
and worried, not so much over
writing.
weeks after I reyour own personal affairs, but
Did you ever
Dr. Edward Pittwood
you are patiently waiting the deturned from a trip
. cision of one you love and want
hear some one say
503 Hyde Bldg. Spokane, Wash.
to find that boy in
to respect .
Your personality
in a frivolous
color is blue and your achievetone: "Oh, what's
jail, accused of
ment color is orange. Your menin a name"? Yet Advertise in The Occult Digest
the murder of his
• tality is keen though you would
th at person
sweetheart's fathbe a failure in a nurses uniform.
no
er, and later he
"Spiritual Mathematics"
Your dramatic ability is by no
doubt would be
means small.
Cultivate your
very cautious in
paid the penalty
(Names and Numbers) ·
voice and stick to your present
allowing the sig·of · his rash act.
BY
work; you are an efficient businature to repose
He was hung in
ness woman and a gloom chaser.
Evalyn Lowes
idly, in a dark
the jail yard while
Contents
,
spot.
outside in the chill
Pythagoras' Philosophy of Soul-Life
Did you ever stop to think that there
·morning air his poor old mother waited
Your Na.me and Birthdate and How to
is a reason why some of your letters
patiently to take his body home.
Analyze Them
If that boy and girl had only listened are well made and some of them look
The Seven Creative Rays-Symbols
· to a reading of their character some like cripples? There is, and it is a
Thyself"KnowVibration
months before, a great crime could very vital reason too, when you con- "Know
The only book on Numerology published based
sider
the
many
ways
in
which
penmanhave been averted. Graphology is one
on Metaphysics and Occult Laws.
Soul - satisfying, instructive,
entertaining.
logical and conof the oldest sciences known, and the ship influences our lives.
vincing.
Bound In blue silk cloth . Price prepaid, $2.00.
actual truth seen in handwriting causes
Insufficient knowledge of another's
Thompson Publishing House
one to believe it is often prompted by character is the reason for a great deal
Bellingham, Wash.
the missing sense, the one which is of misunderstandings and failures in 2315 Lynn St.
often referred to as the "covered life. Every letter of your penmanship
hunch."
YOU WRITE IT-LET US SELL IT
has a definite message to tell the careFrom the handwriting the Graph- ful observer, but by our signature more
We market short stories, novelties,
ologist gets the vibration of the writer than any portion of our writing, we
songs, poems, etc.
and should be able to accurately read make ourselves known to our neighbor.
Expert criticism, revision and
typing
the ills, trials, temptations and heart- One emphatic line of handwriting has
NATIONAL
WRITERS'
SERVIC E
ach~s of the writer. How many times been known to sever a life-long friend827-OD Kimball Hall
Chicago
.I have been asked: "Is it possible to ship.
tell vocations by one's handwriting?"
You may hear your friends say:
If the writer is a special worker by
Do YOII Jf"ut lo Be
mind and temperament it is possible "But I don't write the same twice
alike." The Graphologist cannot be
to select the work for which he is
deceived not even when a clear forgery
especially fitted. There are a great
If so, we can help you. Send
is made. The formations of the letters
many, of course, who· are general workname and addreu for free llt,erwill not change though the slant may
ers. They can turn here· ":and there
ature.
be completely different.
adapting themselves to · a " number of
Tim BBO'nm .. OOD 0:1' :r.DIJff
Your astral colors are plainly ·read
different pieces of work, . along certain
Do,t. D
·
in
your
handwritin&'
and
the
man
or
Bos IH5, IAa AaplN.
Clallf.
lines; while others have sharply
(Turn to page 20)
marked -p0-wers.
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Leo Children of 1930

The Night of September 10th

well as authors, instructors or clerks.
They will not meet with much public
success working best in a sphere where
they do not take the lead. Their view
of life will be wide and comprehensive
their love flowing out as if to enfold
all.
After August third :Mercury will be
in Leo. This position of the mental
11lanet will help the Leo children born
·after this date realize their ambition
to lead, because it gives organizing
ability and a steady, persevering and
positive intellect. They will therefore
be able to hold posts of responsibility.
In mental work they will .be very
thorough and persistent. Their wisdom
will come from the heart rather than
from the head and they will be memtally intuitive. The normal Leo child,
though it learns readily, is not fond of
study, therefore this position of :Mercury is very beneficial.
·
The endurance of the ·Leo character
is strengthened by the trine of Saturn
to Neptune, in operation during the
whole of the period. This influence will
enable these children to concentrate
their efforts in one special direction
with very great persistence. It will
give them ability to stud~ occult subjects. They will develop rapidly and
advance considerably during their incarnation if the inner nature is awakened.

Truths That Your Pen
Reveals
(Continued from · page 19)

each struggling figure in an effort to
seize and separate them. Judge of my
h9rror-oh, my God/-when my hands
closed upon nothing more substantial
than empty air; my body passed
straight through the grappling pair
and I sprawled grotesquely, with outflung arms, face downward upon the
floor.
Making no attempt to alter my position, I turned my head and stared
over my shoulder. They were at it!
Exactly as though no interruption had
occurred. But-there was a change; my
scalp prickled-my flesh ·crawled and
my blood congealed in my veins while
I stared with !;!Uspended breath; the
two forms were now hazily transparent
and objects were dimly distinguishable
through the swaying, struggling figures of the phantoms; the luminosity
had dwindled and was momentarily
growing fainter.
With .a tug .the boy tore himself
free and in a trice had passed through
the rear door of the shack with the
older man close upon him. I followed.
The moon had risen and illumined the
scene with startling distinctness. I
beheld both shadowy figures once more
locked together in a fierce embrace at
the edge of the cliff. The knife flashed
upward and swiftly descended-there
was a moan, a brief resumption of the
struggle and the younger man toppled
backward over the brink, dragging the
elder with him. A low-unearthly cry
floated upward and then-silence.
As though bound, ·by a spell, Myra
sat rigidly silent-wide eyed-as Stanley finished. The color had ebbed from
Tait's face and left behind it a sickly
pallor-he wagged his big head lugubriously and frowned.

woman whose a's and o's have an opening should never wear purple or gray,
as the color changes the personality
"Well, by God-frey!" he exclaimed
of the writer and will cause these peo- in a curiously muffled tone. He rose,
ple unnecessary worry and heartache. thrust his hands in his pockets and
walked up and down.
"What a ghastly thing!" murmured
Next month Miss Connor
. with a shiver of dread , "You are
will analyze your hand- Myra
convinced,-"
writing. Send specimen to
"I am convinced-", broke in Stan Graphology Eilitor, The ley, "that however improbable the tale
sound, it was no hallucination;
Occult Digest, 1900 N. may
that I was, at the time, neither mad,
Clark -St., Chicago.
drunk nor dreaming, and that in the
telling of what I witnessed, I have deviated from the truth in no smallest
particular."
Tait ceased his pacing, turned sud-
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il,_•• ,e t. '.I.,.·
denly and came towards Stanley his
huge bulk slumping into the chair' facing _ him. "Dick," he said with slow
impressiveness, "it may be nothing but
an infernally queer coincidence-but
it's worthy of remark-"
he paused
and Stanley's eyes met his, "that the
bodies of two men were found in that
ravine some years ago. They must
have fallen-or been hurled from the
cliff whereon stands the old shack!.
These men had held up the bank at
Brownsville and murdered the cashier.
"What?" gasped Stanley.
"Now, follow me closely," the big
fellow's near-sighted
eyes gleamed
through his glasses, and he emphasized each fact as he came to it with
a thud of his great fist upon the table.
"One of them was a youth," he roared,
"The other an older, ·bearded man; the
former had a knife wound in the neck;
each had a portion of the sum stolen
from the bank-in paper money; and
-as a clincher the robbery of the bank
took place the night of the day on
which I bought this place-the night ·
of September the lOth!"
There was silence for an instant,
then; "I have read and heard of one
or two somewhat similar cases," said
Myra with hushed solemnity, "wherein
criminals, having passed out of the
body, have been said to return to haunt
the scene of their crimes. Numberless times I have heard my mother relate one such happening when she was
a girl; a weird tale of the Kentucky
mountains, which _appears to have _been
very well authenticated and which was
the cause, at that time, of widespread
sensation in the vicinity. Then, too,
you remember the story of the "Flying
Dutc1:Iman," the phantom ship with her
blasphemous captain, condemned to expiation by being forced to sail the seas
through an endless eternity."
Tait and Stanley smoked on gravely
meditative.
"If such experiences as yours, Richard, and the intimations they convey
are to be trusted," resumed Myra · after
a pause, "what a glimpse they display
of a species of future punishment
speedy and inevitable. If, in truth,
from the world beyond the evil-doer
is dragged down to the earthly scene
of his misdeeds, . how false is our
phrase, when, in speaking of a murderer who has eluded justice, we say he
has escaped punishment."

(Continued from_ page 12)

(Continued on page 11)

SPECIAL NOTICE TO ADVANCED STUDENTS
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cut ·TE
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True Yoga
(Continu ed from page 6)

with Raja Yoga . Contrary to all
Western belief there is no real line of
demarcation between these two great
Yogas, they are inseparable, each depending upon the other for its use and
support. A proper understanding of
Hatha Yoga and its laws and principies will safely guide the student along
the path of spiritual culture.
It is to the great shame of the white
race that writers and teachers have
claimed Hatha Yoga as the path of
shadows and Black Magic and perversions of sorts, with its terrors of insanity caused thru the power of breath
and the opening of the chakras. Where
there is true knowledge of the laws
governing the .bodily and mental powers there is no fear and no harm,
rather it is the attempt to practise
Raja Yoga without first knowing
Hatha Yoga, that leads to disorganization. It is like going on a long jour ney over an unknown road without
lights or maps to guide you. When an
individual has reached the place of understanding of mental power and its
use he is above using it for unworthy
ends, for he has paid too dear a price
for his knowledge and his sense of
values has undergone a very definite
change, despite whatever his original
motive may have been. Again, this
statement is contrary to all Western
occultism . If the student will but investigate the lives of these people who
have made claims of having known
Raja Yoga and Samadhi (Union) they
will find, that on the face of it, their
lives and work refute such claims.
These individuals brought to their
work no knowledge of what they were
seeking, or any traditional knowledge
of Indian thought and culture. They
assumed things that were not written
in the books and scriptures they were
attempting to translate, and the hopelessly wrong claims and false statements which have floo-dedthe world of
spiritual culture are the results of
their impoverished imagination. This
statement applies to the many leaders
of Metaphysical and Occult movements
which have endeavored to bring the
· spiritual sciences of th e Ea st to th e
Western world.
No where in these ancient books can
knowledge be found to verify and sup port the statements in the books and
teachings of these teachers and writers.
The seventeen ditl'erent meanings of
Yoga are:
1-Union or method of union, to add.
2--To add any outside thing to any
other outside thing .
3-To mix one thing into another. (Aa
sugar added to water.)
4--To unite cause and effect together.
(As a apark and the effect fire.)

5-The method of properly decorating,
(As the shoes on the feet and not on
the hands.)
·
6~Some symbolized work which reveals an internal meaning as a cable
code. (Proverbs and aphorisms are
also called Yoga.)
7-To try to hide one thing and try
to show another.
(As a magician
would do.)
8-Physical exercise.
9--'Composition in language.
10-Significance of words. (What it
may disclose to the individual alone,
what it stands for to one person only,
as the word Nature, just as each one
conceives it.)
11-Any skill or dexterity.
(Mental,
spiritual, or physical.)
12-Met9od to protect what one possesses. (To preserve anything in a
proper state, as canned fruit.)
13-To find means for acquiring things
required by deep contemplation.
14--'Conversion of one substance into
another. (As water to steam.)
15-To unite two souls together.
16-To produce a current of thought
with any specific end. (To do any
mental feat such as the solution of a
problem, example-detective
story.)
17-To suspend all mental activities
to concentrate the heart to one particular point.
From this list it can be seen that
Yoga can be used as generously in any
of these realms as in spiritual culture.
It is according to the prefix a:rid the
suffix that we know the text and kind
of Yoga. Each one of these different
meanings have a special science and
art. From the meanings we pass to
the eight powers or miracles of Yoga:
l-To reduce the physical body into
the lowest form of Tanmatra.
2-To reduce the weight to the lightest possible measure.
-
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Make More
Money
thePSYCHO-PHONE
Way

Hereare typicalresults
reportedbyusers
"My salary increased from $200 to
$318 per month ."
"In six weeks it increased my husband's salary 50%.
How are results like these brought
about? by directing the great powers
of the unconscious mind. These powers
'ar e the real source of achievement.
Control them and there is no ·reasonable wish that may not be fulfilled.

The Psycho-Phone
LatestTriumphof Science
The Pgycho-Phone la an automatic suggestion
m achine. It direct s your uncon scious mind during sleep- to any end t hat you desire. What
do you want of life?
Here are some further
statement s from actual users of the P sycho-Phone , illu strating the great variety of purposes
for wh ich it is employed: "I have overcome a
great fear and inferiority complex"-"In
two
months it cured me of con stipation and doubled
my practice"
(from a doctor)-"It
made me
look mu ch young er and greatly increased the
gro wt h of my hair"_;"lt
greatly .increased my
vig or," etc.

Send for Free Book
"MIND POWER"

3-To increase it to any unlimited size
a nd weight .
4-To bring near the objects desired at
Whil e th e P sycho-Phone may seem a '?"evolua moments notice.
5-Whatever desires come to the mind tionary In vention, It actually i s simply a modern . scientific me ans of harnessing the work•
things begin to happen according to ing principles utilized by the Superm an of all
these desires.
the ag es. The se principl es are explained in a
6-All substances whether material or va luable Free Book that is worth sending far.
Mail coupon or wr ite. No cost of obligation.
supernatural come under control.
The Psycho-Phone Company, Inc.
7-Control over Prakriti and Karma.
103
Lafayette St.
New York City
8-To convert one element into another.
These eight powers or miracles are Psycho-Phone Co., Inc., Dept. 3-8
103 Lafayette St., New York, N. Y.
the end result and are obtained only Kindly send me without any obligation on my
par
t, fr ee copy of " Mind Po wer" and full dethru long and persistent effort and
tails about t he P sycho-Phone.
arduous labor over many lives. There
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Ev;~~,~=
:~;,;~to
and smell. The sum total of human
intelligence is, mainly, based upon
wordless messages that arrive in the
brain through the senses. To me, it
seems that words only come into play
when we seek to transmit mental impressions. To most people, the assertion will appear startling, but I will
ask the reader to think it over for a
few months. In the meantime, a study
of child-life between the ages of two
and five will give some very important
data on the greatest mystery of mankind, that of the mechanism of mind.
At this period also come the early full
efforts at self expression. The art of
self expression is the very soul of mankind and it begins at about three years.
If there is any one power that shapes
individual destiny, it is to be found in
the mechanism by which we express
ourselves to others. Herein, is the
source and cause of all languages. All
art begins when the child first seeks
words. It is far advanced at four
years, but it is the power most potent
as the basis of all human behavior,
lasting and ever augmenting its facilities until far into the Autumn of life.
From every angle then, as ·we only
partially understand the far-reaching
wonders of child culture, we are bound
to admit that every boy is the Father
to his own manhood all through life.From The New Era.

Is Capital Punishment
Justifiable?
(Continued from page 7)

journalism and social life of our time,
such things as a professional criminal
would be an extinct species. How
many of those that so readily and
mercilessly condemn the criminal are
morally justified to "throw the first
stone at him?"
The psychology of the cri'mm'al i's at
once simple and complex. In most
cases the course of his motives and the
sources of his motives and the source
of his impulses are unknown even to
himself. Closely analyzed, the difference between the criminal and the respectable citizen lies in their mental,
rather than in their moral nature; in
the difference of diplomatic tact, balanced judgment and protective associations, rather than in an innate urge
to do evil for its own sake. Two individuals may harbor the same criminal
thought; but while the one is swept
overboard by the force of his untrained over-powering emotions, the
other, by the assistance of a careful
education has found the power to resist
the influence or gain a safer and less

D R E A M S
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Psychically Interpreted l>y-The Dream Editor ==:.1.
Psychically interpreted dreams are of benefit only for the specific dream discussed. Dream letters without name and address are not answered.
Replies
are published in the second issue after the dream letters are received.
Address DREAM EDITOR, The Occult Digest, 1900 North Clark St,, Chicago, IJI.

The greatest lessons learned and the
greatest achievements gained, are often the result of a timely dream. You
have had yours. Watch it unfold daily
and when the days of trial are upon
you, remember the promise given in
your dream.
E.D.B., Calif.-Your dream was very
realistic and quite symbolical of the
present situation being solved to your
satisfaction and through your own initiative. Also you have had a lesson
in Psychic revelation. You are quite
right in your interpretation 'as you
will hear definitely about the operation
and have the seeming mystery unraveled.
W.E.R., Can.-Your
dream is a
warning to you. It symbolizes delay
in making most important decisions
quite detrimental, both financially and
socially before the summer months
shall have fled. It is a warning to you
to analyze -the proposition from every
angle so as not to miss any opportunity
that would be beneficial to you in your
two great problems which hinge, one
upon the other. Act thoroughly and
cautiously in the things that are moving slowly but surely.

C.E.B., III.-Your
dream was a
Psychic experience where-in, the Spirit
of father and mother were trying to
lead you and reveal the truth to you.
It does mean much and has direct
bearing on the subject and you may
be sure they will not rest until they
have made everything clear to you.
Ask earnestly for them to guide you
~s that is the connecting link making
it possible for direct communication
between them and yourself.

M.R., Wis.-Your dream was for the
purpose of attracting your attention . to
things in general that need looking
after, weak places that need strengthening and little matters that need
great thought. The visi~ _from ~ot~er
was symbolical of conditions ex1~tmg
at the time when unselfish attitude
won the day.
A.B., Calif.-Your
dream has nothing to do with your studies. It represents material
things which have
passed and will not worry you again.
As the help given you in your distress
was only the paying of a debt of long
standing let the incident pass from
your mind and go on with your studies.
You have overcome the beast in its two
forms to be most feared. From now
on you are the master where before
you were the slave.
M.V.E., Calif.-Thern are an infinite
number of reasons. Your dreams reveal a universal motherhood and you
draw souls to you from out the great
uncreated spheres-souls
who have
lost their temple of birth and souls
waiting to be born. You are hearing
the cry of an unborn soul whose prison
bars are yet to be cast aside. When
this is accomplished the responsive
chord in you will be broken and a
great light will be revealed to you.
Watch for its coming. Another soul
will yet be given into your keeping.
Blessed are the lives that are brought
into the radiance of your sun.
G.F., Wash.-Your
dream is very
prophetic of the future, when you will
require all of your faith to keep your
course undisturbed; but through it all
you will, as the shadow said, be protected from all harm.

THE

NATIONAL
ASTROLOGICAL
ASSOCIATION
An organization founded in the interests of educational, scientific astrology.
Membership
in the Association is $3.00 the year which include s THE JOURNAL, a Quarterly magazine.
Its
contributors include such authorities as Llewellyn Geor ge, Ma nly P. Hall, Augusta Foss Heindel,
Robert DeLuce, H. M. LeApsley, M. D., W. H. Weston, George J. McCormack , Elsie M. Kennison, Frank H. Gilbert, Elbert Benjamine and others ; Caryl Burton, Editor.
Information of its objectives free upon reque st to the
._ _____
1

Executive Secretary
s_G_9_C_h_a_m_b_e_r_o_r_c_o_m_m_er_c_e_B_l_d_g._,_L_os_A_n_g_e_I_e_s,_c_a
_____
_.

conspicuous channel for its indulgence.
It was Plato who once expressed the
thought that no man will injure himself knowingly. Yet there is no greater
injury an individual can inflict upon
himself than to commit a crime. Even
his escape does in no way lessen the
injury in its deepest bearing. There
could be no doubt that if a criminal
could measure in full the meaning and
consequences of his crime, he would
never have committed it. His foreshortened moral vision and thwarted
juqgment alone made his act possible.

The Black Rav~n
(C onti nued from page 8)

mental
weapons
to conquer
the
Sphinx; third, the eucharistic use of
these forces to render the Body of
Light strong enough t-o penetrate all
barriers; and fourth, .the final mastery
of all these powers , dissolving yourself
with the Sphinx .i:n.that fifth ecstasy,
which is not ecstasy and has no expression, not even in the word which
seals the accomplishment
of the
GREAT WORK-the word SILENCE!
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PSYCHIC REVELATION
,=Your

Personal Problems Solved by ,?':_a,,)~=
~

f;jlNij
·. ·

,-

You are allowed two questions. Please write briefly and plainly.
Questions without name and address are not answered.
Replies are published in the second issue
printed after the questions are mailed in.
Address PSYCHIC EDITOR, The
Occult Digest, 1900 N . Clark St., Chicago, Illinois. ,

G.B.~., Wash.-Financial
burden
I.L.C., W. Va.-You have the right
lightens. Dancing.
idea; forge ahead, forget marriage.
Z.W., Mo.-Yes . . Place not indicated
A.R., Wis.-Yes to your questions.
W.G., N. Y.-Condition
is passing
at this tiI)'le.
C.E.B., Ill.-Investment
not profit- now. No and not for some time.
able. Everything will ·be brought to
·W.L.W.J., Pa.-A promotion is due
in your present vocat ion. Begin by
light.
doing
what you can and you will find
V.L., N. M.-Not indicated.
R.E., Ill.-Yes.
You have the idea. you will soon accomplish all.
M.M.M., Colo.-There
is some acC.C.W., Va.-The same position he
tivity.
A course would be very
now holds. Yes.
beneficia l.
A.D., Calif.-Indications
are that
A.D., Calif.-Within
a short time
you will see and mean much to the
answers both of your questions.
party.
W.E.R., Can.-You have already atM.A.C., Ind.-Yes, to both questions.
D.K., Ill.-You would be very suc- tained but have not recognized the
fruit of your labor. Every day you
cessful; your ideas are very good.
P.A.L., Tex.-You will make money sow the seed in the good deeds done;
every day you reap the harvest in the
and your health will improve.
D.B., Fla.-Such
information
not victory won.
B.E.G., Ga.-Values
increase. An
received.
G.F.W., Colo.-Do not plan on it; no advancement indicated.
M.B., Calif.-Marr ia ge is indicated
indication shown at present.
F.M., Calif.-Appointment
is delayed but not soon. You will return East
sometime in the late Fall.
but will eventually come. Seattle.
G.K.K., O.-An air of indifference or
M.B.W., Can.-You
have fallen
arches; remedy that and save your ton- a complete neglect would solve your
problem.
sils. You are better off at present
L.M., N. Y.-A complete change is
where you are.
necessary.
G.H.H., Wash.-About
two years.
O.M., Wis.-You will get a good ofWill carry over until the middle of fer ·but will stay on for some time.
1931 but keep up courage.
F.W., Can.-A happy marriage in
A.B., Calif.-Over
stimulated psy- the near future.
chic centers will cause all of your trouL.K.B., Ill.-Not
this year or the
ble. Eye strain sometimes produces
such results; again, they could be next. Not to any great extent, if at
all.
Spirit lights. Your general condition
J.W.M., Mo.-Yes answers both of
. would point to ne1·ve strain.
Better
your questions.
take a rest from it all for several
months. You would then make up for
L.A.K., Colo.-Marriage
not indilost time and be better for the rest.
cated. Time not revealed.
C.E., Can.-You will have to interest
L.A. McH., Colo.-Take them with
a business man in your invention.
you. Health improves.
F.S., Mo...:...'."Thechange would be
T.L.K., Tex.-1930 brings some new
good.
conditions of a constructive nature to
.A,.M., O.-In the next year or two. you late in November; otherwise, just
so, so. Time is fleeting so make the
Not very soon, but hold on.
best of it as it passes.
C.F., N. J.-You are too advanced;
go your way. The sign was a symbol . P.W., Mich.-Yes, you would be very
of advancement
for your encour - successful.
agement.
M.R., Wis.-He will seek you for a
settlement and all will be well with
L.L.L., Tex.-Investment
all right.
both.
Will travel some.
F.B.F., Calif.-Stick
to your songs.
E.W., Colo.-Do not sell now. ReCalifornia.
main where you are.
W.E.H., Mich.-You would be very
K.I.G., Ill.-Living in a higher altitude would improve your hearing. You successful in both.
are quick with the needle and can creG.A.G., Tex.-Radical
changes not
ate a place for yourself, to earn indicated at present. Better conditions
money.
prevail in the future.

T,HENEWAGEREJUVENATION
OFTHEFACEANDSKIN
Many of the Cosm etic P r oducts sold today have P reservative Ch~mica ls, injurious to the skin
and contain oils and fats that have no value in Skin and Tissue Buildin g. These lessons teach
you HOW TO BE YOUR BEAUTY CHEMIST in your own home. Ho w to make Beauty and
Rejuvenation Products, Cre ams, Face Packs, Lotions, etc., as you need them , with fresh, pure
and vital materials which brng re sults.
GROUP NO. 3 RECIPES AND METHODS: for SUN-RAY Face Cream, A SPECIAL
WRINKLE CREAM , and METHOD for deep wr nkles and loose skin. HONEY Cream, FAIRY
MASK, a special rejuvenating Pack . Oatmeal Liquid soap, a softener and bleach. MAGNETIC
TREATMENT for TONING the Skin. Liquid Face Powder. LACTIC SKIN Rejuvenator. NATURES MAGIC ASTRINGENTS and BLEACHES: and other Face Packs, Astringent and Lotion ideas for the various skin ailments .
The Home Laboratory Dept.
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The
Cosmic Dawn
A Magazine Devoted to

POSITIVE
DEVELOPMENT
A Source of Vital Information

Awaken the Slumbering
Forces Within!
Change Failure Into Success!

KNOW THYSELF!
Attain Power, Prosperity
and Happiness
Published Monthly by

OURBROTHERHOOD
233 South Broadway
Los Angeles
$3.00 a Year

California
25 Cents Per Copy

Send for free book,
"Our Brotherhood"

Orderof UniversalMystics
1348 N_ Clark St.,

Chicago, DL

Teaching of
Astrology and Occult Laws
Universal Secrets Revealed
Dr. Marceleay
Lincoln 0163
The BROTHERHOOD of
The HOLY PENTAGRAM
Books on Ooou!tlaa,
Magto &od Psycholoa .

.latroloa.
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an~l'J':g ~fu.
lnconao. and aupplles foi, the Altroloser
8
Courseo In Oooultlsm, PIIYCholollY and Aaolont
Maarlo.

Address P. 0. Box 341
Plattsburgh, N. Y.

Don't Fret or Worry When
Things Go Wrong
Read "God Given" and get a new grip
on life
Or Ii you are blue-read
BOBBY,
price 60c. Send your check to Caroline
Wellborn, Dew. 166 E. 71st St., N. Y. ·C.

The New Age Health and Rejuvenation Studio
1303 NINTH AVE.,

Send $1.00 for Group No. 3

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

Advertise in The Occult Digest

The Occult Digest
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ASTROLOGY

BOOKS

HYPNOTISM

BE SURE AND SUBSCRIBE NOW TO THE
ASTROLOGICAL
BULLETINA,
$2.00 per annum, and receive FREE your copy of YOU AND
I AND THE STARS, that remarkable vocational
and personal guide, which has yours and all
your friends' Birthday Month Solar Readings
in one complete volume; also FREE catalogue
BOOKS with a PURPOSE , containing descriptions those popular-priced
($1.00 each) Llewellyn George publications:
ASTRO-ANALYSTS,
COSMIC VIBRATIONS, MOON'S SIGN BOOK,
PLANETARY
HOUR
BOOK,
PRACTICAL
ASTROLOGY for EVERYBODY, HOW TO GET
RICH and many others. Each a Star in its own
field. Don't nev:lect to subscribe now to receive
your copy valuable premium book, described
above, as this offer and advertisement will po sitively appear but once. Begin now to get on
the road to SUCCESS.
Send your order or
FREE catalogue request to W. F. CORNELI,
Distributor,
39 Thayer Street, Rochester, New
York.

JOURNEYS
THROUGH
SPACE, BY EFFA
Danelson.
Extraordinary
insight into just how
the dead live and what happens when we are
dying-is
revealed in the biggest little book
ever written upon the subject of "Life After
Death."
$1.00.
Book Dept., 1900 N. Clark,
Chicago, III.
·

HYPNOTIZE INSTANTLY.
LEARN.
SEND
25e for eopy "Practical Hypnotist."
Dr. Lonk,
OD-2945 North Ridgeway, Chicago.

"MENTAL MEDICINE,"
BOOK OF 10 LESsons.
For Sufferers of Nervous, Mental and
allied Disorders, including
Epilepsy.
Reveals
marvelous Truths which will bring you Health
and Longevity.
$1.00. Dr. H. J. Kofoed, 919
Center St., Chicago _.

PATENT,
PROTECT AND PROFIT BY
your invention.
Prompt, expert. personal service and reasonable terms.
LESTER L. SARGENT, Registered Patent Attorney, 1115 K. St.,
N. W., Washington, D. C.

OUTLINE OF PSYCHOLOGY AND PSYCHOanalysis by Ann E. Perry, M.D. D. O. Advance
sale on this splendid book, $1.00. 664 Little St.,
Los Angeles, Cal.

MAGIC

ASTROLOGICAL
FORECAST AND PSYCHOlogical character
analysis for 1980-1931. Includes monthly
forecast
with definite dates,
advice and information
for two years, also secrets of success and deals with all affairs of
your life. Written by America's greatest psychological astrologer.
Give complete birth data.
Personal
questions
answered.
Price
$1.00.
Matthew, 5202 Avalon Blvd. , Los Angeles, Cal.
ASTROLOGICAL
FORECAST 1930-1931 NOW
ready.
Many paged forecas t and psychological
analysis.
Monthly forecast deals with all personal and business problems.
It tells you how
to prepare a greater and happier future for
yourself.
Price $1.00 to ·Occult Digest readers.
Give complete
birth
information.
Question
a_nswered. Lady Estelle Marie, 8818½ So. Hope
St., Los Angeles, Calif.
"WHEN
WERE
YOU
seoves ; Dreams ; Forecasts.
Prof. W. E. ,Kennon,
Providence, R. I.

let.

BORN 1"
HOROBend for free bookDept. 0, Box 457,

"KNOW THYSELF"-ASTROLOGY
REVEALS
hidden Truth.
Horoscopes, $5.00. Trial readings, 12c Send birthdate, place and hour. Daphne
Clark, Box 109, Port Jervis, New York.
INTERESTING
ASTROLOGiCAL
DELINEAtlon, $2.00. Ask Questions. Your Birthdate, day
and place.
Prof. Arthur Lincoln, 591 South
Beretania Ave., Honolulu, T. H.

AUTHORS
MANUSCRIPTS
words.
Writers'
Chloago, Ill.

TYPED

Service,

50c PER THOUSAND
3203 Elston Avenue,

BOOKS
FREE CATALOG OP HERMETIC, MYSTIC,
Occult, Alchemlc, Magic, Rosicrucian and rare,
out-of-print
booko. 3peclfy line of thought in
whic,h you are Interested.
All Truth Seekers
prize the C5ntral Spiritual Sun, the Lakshml
AYatar, th• Law of Karma and the Two Paths,
price one dollar each. Can supply P. B. Randolph'■ Rosicrucian
books.
Free ·Information
eoneernlna
bat book■ along any line of thought.
Hermetic Publishing Company, Dept. 19, SOO&
Lab Park Annue, Chicago, Illinois.
BOOKS WITH A PURPOSE-GET
ON THE
Road to Success !!I.OW, Order one of the popu,
Jar-priced
success publications
by - Llewellyn
George-see
advertisement
above und&r Astrolorcj,. Write for free catalogue, with premium
and Student's Special Offers. W. F , CORNELI,
39 Thayer Street, Rochester, New York, Distributor,

PIDLOSOPHY FOR FREE MINDS IN POETry, 26c. H. B. Humphrey,
1905 East 20th,
Cleveland-. Ohio.

CHARACTER ANALYSIS
YOUR CHARACTER
ANALYSIS
THROUGH
the spiritual science of numbers.
Send one dollar, your full name and · complete birthdate for
reading by trained and reliable mystic.
No interviews.
Write Edna Florence Natke.
Box
923, R. 2, East Detroit, Mich.

CRYSTAL GAZING
ALL QUESTIONS ANSWERED
AND READing $5.00. Give Birthdate.
Wm. McKay, 6236
Enright, St Louis, M"o.

GRAPHOLOGY
YOUR HANDWRITING
AND THAT OF YOUR
friends-what
does it reveal ? Send ink specimen, birthdate and $1.00 for complete scientific
analysis.
Prompt reply guaranteed.
Cecelia,
1726 No. Kenmore, Apt. 104, Hollywood, Calif.

HEALING
THOUSANDS
HAVE
RECEIVED
HELP
through our Mutual Prosperity
League.
Daily
treatments for two months, our wonderful two
dollar . book "LIFE ABUNDANT FOR YOU,"
and a yearly subscription
to the AQUARIAN
AGE, all for three dollars. Literature with Special offers, free on request.
THE AQUARIAN
MINISTRY, Desk K, Sant& Barbara, Calif. .
PSYCHO-PHYSICAL
H E ·A LING
TREATments with comprehensive
lesson on Occult
Self-Development
given by Hendryck
Stern,
Occultist Metaphysician,
124 W. 94th St., New
York City . First treatment with lesson, $2.00.:._
Following treatments
or lessons on vo lun tary
contribution.
For Absent-Treatments
send picture and particulars.
,

AFTER YEARS OF STUDY
IN THE IDGHEST
truth, and with the great masters of ·India.
I
give daily treatment-. for health ouccess, bow
to find your True self.
Questions, letters
answered, $10 per month, die:tance makes no
difference.
Jean Cameron, 109 Walnut St.,
Natlck, lllasa.
.

INVENTIONS

HOW TO CHARM, FASCINATE,
BEWITCH
those whose company you crave.
Secrets never
before revealed.
Spirit Mysteries, Magic, Mesmerism
and Ventriloquism.
Complete,
$1.
Lubasz, The Magician, 2968 North Ridgeway
Avenue, Chicago, Ill.

MISCELLANEOUS
U SE D
CORRESPONDENCE
S C·H O O L
courses sold on repurchase basis . Also rented
and exchanged.
Money-back guarantee.
Catalog Free. . (Courses bought).
Lee Mountain,
Pisgah, Alabama.
LESSONS GIVEN IN CARD READING, TEA
Cup Reading,
Crystal
Reading,
A~trolegy,
Phrenology and Vitosophy.
Metaphysical Healing.
Maji Como, 6411 Barton Place, Detroit,
Michigan,
MILLIONS WANT TO SING.
WRITE FOR
my fifteen necessary rules. Gist of thirty years'
experience.
$1.00. E. Daly, 184 Carlton Ave.,
Brooklyn New York.
IF YOU CANNOT BUY THE OCCULT DIGEST
in your city, please send us the name of your
newsdealer,
USE YOUR INVISIBLE
POWER.
"THA'l'
Impelling Something" tells you ·how. By Dr,
Delmar Eugene Croft.
°64 paves, with ehart.
Bound in paper, 85c. The Occult Digest, 1900
N. Clark St., Chicago,

NUMEROLOGY
YOUR NUMEROLOGICAL - ASTROLOGICAL
year Forecast Complete Numberscope and three
questions answered, $1.00. Send Birthname and
Birthdate.
Orce! Mitchell. 21 East 21st Street,
New York City.

HA VE NAME ADJUSTED TO BIRTHDATE
for B11ccese and happiness.
Send baptismal
name; birthdate : $1.00. Laura B. Pugh, 182
Woolper. Avenue, Cincinnati, Ohio.

PSYCHISM
REV.

known

THE VAN VALEN SANATORIUM, YONKera, New York. PsYcho-Theraveutlc treatment
for mental, nervous, functional disorders and
addictions. Also receive patients needing care,
with or without treatment.
Booklet upan request,

I TEACH TRUTH AND HOW TO APPLY
for health and prosperitJ, Freewill offerings.
Vora B. Durand, Svrln1r Vallei,. California.

SMALL ADS WORTH

WATCHING

FRANK

medium

CASEBEER,

will answer

THE

10 questions,

ness or spiritual, for one Dollar
Lily Dale, New York.

and

WELL

busi-

stamp.

SPIRITUAL
READINGS.
TWELVE
QUEStions, $1.00.
Stamped envelope.
Faith Lee,
Dan•villa, New York.

Patronize and

Advertise

in "The Small Ads Worth Watching''
There you'll /i,nd A Perfect Postal
Service for Bargain Hunter•
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NEWS ITEMS

I

l.!::::=:=OF
ESPECIAL INTEREST=
THE 'FLU GERM

NOW
that the influenza germ has
been f o u n d - again - through
spraying the throats of monkeys, we
presume the next thing will be for everyone to have his or her throat duly
sprayed.
We wonder how long this
spraying and inoculation of human beings is to continue. Certainly we shall
very soon be in the condition of the
child who was vaccinated with so many
things that she became something not
quite human.-Living
Tissue.
GREAT EARTHQUAKES
OCEANS

UNDER

Great earthquakes
have recently
been reported as having taken place
both under the Atlantic and under the
Pacific ocean. Off the shores of Alaska
seven volcanoes are in eruption; and
off the shores of Nantucket the l:tottom of the Atlantic seems to have
caved in as soundings in several places
failed to reach bottom.
Ten of the
twenty-one transatlantic
cables were
broken
by. the earthquake shocks , and
.
m some mstances cables between Europe and America were sent around the
world on account of the congestion
thus caused.
PENSION THEiR VICTIM

George C. Walther of Underwood
Wash., is a cripple for life.
'
Seven years ago, when a mere boy,
he was shot in the spine by a prohibition agent.
He is now 25 years of age and confined to a wheel chair, paralyzed below the waist. ·
?ongr;ss1:1an John C. Schafer, from
W1sconsm, mtroduced a resolution to
grant Walther a pension - for life. It
was vigorously opposed by the Prohibition Bureau.
Schafer stood by his guns until the
Drys surrendered.
Secretary Mellon
formally withdrew the objections filed
by .the bureau, and Walther will get
his pension.
T~e. Government has a right to pay
for mJury caused by its agents.
But the victim's life, despite his pension, will be a living death.
Suppose he was your son, or
brother?
The evil -tree of prohibition bears
many kinds of evil fruit, besides graft
bootleggers and hi-jackers.
'
The blasted life of this boy is only
one of its varieties.
The Liberal, C. A. Windle, Editor.

"STUBBORN .THOUGH DEAD"
Refused to Be Photographed

Virgile Hoyt is a photographer's assistant in St. Paul, Minnesota.
He
likes his profession well, but he detests
having to go to the homes of bereaved
families to photograph dead people on
their ·beds, which is said to be a rather
common custom in the United States.
One day a Jewish · family s~nt for
him to come . and photograph
the
grandmother who had just died. When
he arrived the deceased lady was already in her coffin, which the eldest
daughter proposed should be stood up
.so that the face might be fully caught
by the camera.
Hoyt said he could
operate quite well without the coffin
being moved and he arranged his apparatus accordingly.
The old lady's face expressed strong
will-power, and one could guess that
she had been very authoritative!
A
curl was out of its place on her forehead and Hoyt put this right. Then he
took away a rosebud which was obscuring the chin. He exposed three
plates, returned to the studio, developed them, and examined them. He
was then stupefied to find that a thick
cloud or veil covered the face, the
flowers, and the coffin, and streamed
down to the floor-. Not a trace of the
deceased's face ·was to be seen!
Ashamed of having "fogged" these
photos, Hoyt hid them in
corner and
hoped the family might never come to
ask for proofs. Some days later, however, the eldest daughter called for
them and Hoyt explained that there
had been an accident and that the negatives were spoilt. · "Show me the
proofs all the same," she said. Prints
were quickly made, and on seeing them
she exclaimed, "But there was no veil
over mother's face! What does that
signify?"
"I don't know," said Hoyt
"I mere 1y touched the · face to arrange '
the clll'l."
The daughter reflected a moment and
~!ght began to dawn on the mystery.
Mother was a good woman " she said
"b ut she had a will of iron.'
She al-'
ways refused to be photographed in
her lifetime, and it seems she has preserved this determination in the other
world. She has covered herself with
the veil when you were going to take
her picture."
And having glanced
once more at the proofs she tore them
up and ordered Hoyt to destroy the
plates.-Monsieur
Pascal Forthuny in
the "International Psychic Gazette."
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( Continu ed from ppge 15)

The surgeon glanced significantlr
toward the interne who had reentered
with the litter.
"How do you know this?" ' he demanded of Clymo.
"I have the magic crystal
of
S'ze.chuen," cried Clymo. "I can foretell the future as it affects me and I
know that I will be killed by the ambulance being wrecked. For God's sake
Doctor, listen to ·me. I have cursed m;
whole life with this knowledge but now
you have it in your power to save me.
If its prediction fails once, the crystal
will be powerless. Don't condemn me
to death!"
The surgeon
again.

looked at the interne

"Delirious," he said in an undertone
"Put him on the litter."
'
As the interne approached, Clymo
guessed his intention and sprang to his
feet and tried to run. The patrolman
grasped him and tried to throw him
down but fear had given Clymo
strength and he twisted himself loose
and tried to make his way through the
door. The i:gterne grasped him and
Clymo, with an animal howl of rage,
sank his teeth in the interne's wrist.
The interne cried out in pain and released him, but the patrolman caught
him about the waist and the surgeon
thrust a pillow into his face. The combined weight of the three men bore
Clymo back onto the bed and the patrolman knelt on him.
"Tie his feet with the sheet Tom"
' your
'
sa1'd t h e surgeon. "Bill, have you
darbies ?"
"In my hip pocket," said the patrolman.
In a few moments Clymo was manacled -and tied to the litter with the re- .
mains of the sheet and was borne down
the stairs. He howled and frothed at the
mouth and strove to free himself from
his . fetters without avail. As they
lifted him into the ambulance he made
a supreme effort and almost freed himself but the surgeon and the interne
grasped him and forced him back,
Clymo gave a single wolf-like howl and
subsided into silence.
"The tax1 was completely out of control," reported the surgeon. "It came
down the hill and crashed into us and
overturned us. The patient was thrown
out under the wheels of a truck and
crushed . Fortunately, no one was hurt."
"The patient must have been hurt"
objected the Inspector.
'
'.'He was dead before it happened,"
said the Surgeon. "He died just a moment after we got him into the
ambulance."
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TwoRare,Out-of-Print
Books
Priceless to Truth Seekers
THAT MAN UP NORTH
a ilttle brochure

with a valuable diaiiram,
showing how Phylotus
was initiated
into
the White Brotherhood, and became a real
Rosicrucian.
All Masons and Mystic s and
Occult Students will find this book gives
more information and more wisdom that can
be readily found elsewhere.
It will mak e
plain the inner meaning of the Egyptian
Mysteries, the Bible, and Masonic Initiation.
Price ..........
. ...........
. .........
$1.35

THE INNER BREATH
by Grace Brown , who was at the head of
the Essene Order or Essene Brotherhood to
which Jesus was suppo sed to have belonged.
The book h beautifully
printed and bound
in leather, and has always sold at $5.00 n
copy, Special bargain price ..........
$3.75

The GREAT BOOK of MAGICAL
ART, HINDU MAGIC, and EAST
INDIAN OCCULTISM
by L. W. de Laurence
A practical treatise on Pneumatology
and
Ceremonial
Magic ; media eva l theo sophy ;
philosophy of disea se a nd medicine; mediumship ; clairvoyance ; astra l auras ; witchcraft ;
evil spe lls; magnus limbu s ; etc.
30 fullpage illu strat ions. 650 pages.
Bound in morocco grain leat her, gold
stamped
. .......
. .. : . . .... . . , .. , . . $12.50
Bound in seal grain
le at he r, go ld
stamped
...................
.. .... . $10.50

TEN THOUSAND DREAMS
INTERPRETED
by Gustavus Hindman Miller
Gives a scientific e:,,.-position of a dream. Interpretation
and explanation
of over ten
thousand
pe rsonal dream s , of every character and variety,
Alphabetically
arranged.
Has index of 25 pages.
620 pages, bound in _cloth .............
$2.25

The ZODIAC AND ITS MYSTERIES
by Prof. A. F. Seward
You will find people born at different period s of the year are here very intere stingly
portrayed.
You will be amazed at the accuracy of the de scr ip tion of yourself and
friends.
This book will enable you to make
a wise choice of a vocation that will lead
you to success in life. Let the stars guide
your footsteps into the path ,of true happines s.

NUMEROLOGY MADE PLAIN
by Ariel Yvon Taylor
The revised edition of this intriguing
book
contains much new m ateria l of interest to
today's readers. A score of examples applying the princip les of Numero logy to the
names of Illustrious personages.
Explains
why and how your name and birth data
affect your character and destiny . 192 page s.
Scarlet cloth, brilliant
jacket . ........
$1.50

VOICE

THE

OF OUR READERS
Dear Editor:
My belief is that we are all entitled to our
indi vidual religious belief.
Our belief usually
emanates from our own desire.
What we believe is what we do not know. My God is Truth
and Love. Personally
I beli eve that the only
salvation for me is the salvation of the human
race. The only way that I can help myself is
by helping my fellowmen. The only way that I can
feed myself is by feeding the world. As I strive
unselfishly to help and feed the world I feel
myself growing, and my horizon of life broadens .
If I attempt to f eed my n egative self I feel
myself ,shrinking and I do not feel as good. I
cannot conceive of any future place or condition
as Heaven that does not embrace and include all
mankind.
could not rest content knowing that
any of my brothers or sisters were away some wh~re strug1;ling in some pit or melting-pot, suffe nng angmsh of so ul and sorrow of laeart. I
would neces sar ily leave my place of bliss and
go forth to rescue mv fellows and not return
until every last one • of them were at home
sa fely within the fold. I love the poor and the
sinners and I pity the materially rich and the
self appointed saints.
In this sense and in no
other sense I am "my brothers keeper."
I do
not envy the rich because I know that the materially rich are too negative to natural law and
too fondly attached to the things that perish to
be healthy and happy.
HARRY ARRIVEE.
Dayton, Ohi o.

r

Church, even though she condemned Aristotle's
physics in 1209-and
his Metaphysics
in 1215,
that from the 13th century on she called anything said against Aristotle heresy.
It is true that much of his teaching was withheld and altered by such religious philosophers
as St. Augustine,
T homas of Aquinn, Franz
Baader, and oth ers , but Aristotle's system was
u sed to enslave the thought of the great thinker.
It is true also that hi story repeats itself.
Thu s
we see a longi n g , seeking, restless generation
now and those to come, break ing the fetters of
that enslaved thought and that which belongs
to spiritualism will be given until spiritualism,
even though it becomes necessary to gather together a new garment, to-w it : a new name.
I am therefore waiting with true understanding for the coming of the true unity of spirit
forces and the brotherhood of man as near as
thi s environment of life 's expression will permit.
I am therefore
.
Yours for The Open Truth
DR. G. I. Vos BuRGH, D .A.P.
( Cosmic Psychologist)
You h ave a wonderful
magazine--!
think
more news dealers ought to handle it.
MRS. W. R. TUMBER

Effa Danelson,
Editor~. Occult -Digest,
Dear .LVladam:
•
Your Circular and request for a subscription
came
to
me
like
the
answer
to
a
prayer.
I saw
M:,- Dear Mrs. Dan elson:
a copy of THE OCCULT DIGEST on a New
I have before me a copy of "The Occult
York
City
news
stand
about
a
year
and
a
half
pigest" for Ma-.ch. ,Among the many interestago and from then on until last November I
mg items therem, which held my attention, was
bought
it
each
month
and
words
cannot
tell
of
yo~r e?itorii'I "Humanity
and the psychic law." ,
all the good I found in this magazine . I did
which 1s quite to the pomt, and more truth than
not subscribe as I do not like to overburden
most ma gaz ines care to print, for fear, I prethe post man with second class mail if I can
sume , of public opinion.
One of the great est
help it.
Then, to my great di sapointment
I
obstacles m the prog res s of spiritualism,
it is
could no longer obtain it at any news stand and
too modem.
They leave out the beginning and
upon inquiry I was told that it was out of print.
star t too near the present, for it is now only a
It 1·ust see med like I had lost a friend and I
creeping
child after some five thousand
rerea ly needed the OCCULT DIGEST as I buy
corded years.
Millions of years before for all
many
occult books and found this magazine ke pt
man knows-yet
it seems the so-called modern
me up to date on all the best occult books.
spiritualist can only see back to 1848 and the
Fox sisters, forgetting
"Christ"
and what he
I have no idea where you found my name but
tried to prove by materi al phenomenon,
or
I am sincerely grateful to whoever was kind
Aristotle's school of concret e sp iritu alism (350)
enough to send it in.
B. ·C., Plato, Socr ates, and many others before
Enclosed is my subscription
and you may
and after the "Christ."
start it from any month you choose (that is,
I sincerely wish to give to the Fox sisters
hack)-as
I have not had a copy since Novem•
a/1 credit due them, thou1;h we must n ever lose
her.
sight of the fact that Anstotle's
school of conThank you.
Sincerely yours,
crete spiritualism was the nucleus of the now
•MRS. MARGARET SPENGLER WILLIAMS,
known religions.
We know from history that the Universal
Brooklyn, N. Y.

DOC'I'OR OF

INFINITE SCIENCE
You can earn thla degree through the School
of the Brotherhood,
Inc. and become a master
In ~e art of magnetie healing, receive an ordination
to perform
ministerial
functions
and
authority to lecture, teach and p reach.
Study
Chnic Psychology, Vito-Psychology and P sycho!'nalysis, thus enrich your personality and enter
mto a laudable vocationa l calling . Write

Dr. H. Styles Harris, School of the
Brotherhood, Inc.
Box 1789, San Diego, California,
particulars

for full

Become a doctor of

Bio-Psychology
and Expert

Bio-Psycho-Analvst

Dr. Ta.ylor will personally llelp 7ou maater Illa now
aote.noe ot Ute &nd mind, perfect your peJ'80llal1t1. make
sec.re your own health and bualness success and aaln a

~1'."b.=r~•
ifi;,i'~:'.':~"}"rom
1:"i:f:i,;.-::• o::f.".:!i
IDsUtutton. Send 10 centa t o co•er malllng, ooet or
parUculara lnpludln11 book 1 or correspondenoe oourae
ror tree examlnatlon.
TAYLOR SCHOOL OF BIO-PSYCHOLOGY, Inc.
~ment
L. Cbatt&IIOOI&. Toll■OIIN

TEN THOUSAND DREAMS
INTERPRETED
by Gustavus Hindman Miller
Give sa ~cientific exposition of a dream. Interpretation
and explanation
of over ten
thousand
personal dreams, of every character . and variety.
Alphatbetically
arranged .
Ha s mdex of 25 pages.
620 pages, bound in cloth .. .... .. ..... $2.25

I:

THE MYSTIC HEALER

~

Sentl for price

~
v,)

THE OCCULT DIGEST
Book Department

L

lNI North Clark St.
Qlc:ap.m
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MAGAZINE
EXCHANGE
BUREAU
CONSISTENCY, THOU ART A
JEWEL
NE of our contemporaries, replying to the question, "When the
blood of a lower species is inoculated
into the veins of a higher animal, what
happens?" says "The higher spirit is
capable of ousting the less evolved
spirit in the strange blood and assimilating it to its own purposes; therefore no visible ill effects ensues."
We wonder what prompted such an
answer, which on the face of it is not
true or there -would not be so many
deaths resulting from inoculation. Was
it written to allay the fears of the inoculated or to "kow-tow" to the "powers that be"?
To allow inoculation, then hope the
Group Spirit will eradicate the ill effects, i.s on a par with wilfully doing
wrong and then asking that another
shall bear the cross.
An aiding angel disdains to work
alone and those holding aloft the ban ner of purity of life and purpo se,
should scorn to pander to depravity,
whether it be in the rulers or the ruled.
Our evolution as spiritual beings is
checked if we allow our blood stream
or the blood stream of our dependents
to be polluted by animal extracts.

O

* * *
The Astrologers' Guild of New York
has recently established an associate
membership, open to students and professional astrologers living at a distance, or who for other reasons are
unable to attend regular meetings or
take an active part in the work of
the Guild. The purpose of this associate membership is to advance the
cause of Scientific Astrology by bringing together those interested in it, for
mutual benefit and improv ement. It
entitled the holder to a copy of the
Guild's monthly Research Bulletin, The
Astrological
Review, meeting programs, notices of new books, etc., · and
the privilege of attending three regular meetings each year.
The Astrologers' Guild is a non-com mercial organization . Its objects ar e
to promote astrological research; to
create good will on the part · of the
public for the Science of ,Astrology;
and to protect the interests of all
serious students and practitioners.
Associate Membership is $3.00 per
year, payable in advance.
Active
12

at the rate of $5.00 at the time of
making application and the balance $1
per month.
Only -active members
have a vote.
Application blanks will be furnished
by the Corresponding
Secretary .J. V. S. Robertson, 35 West 32nd
Street, New York City:

*

TAKE NOTICE
DVERSE aspects are cross examinations: tests of your knowledge,
your strength, your faith; and each of
these examinations that you pass entitles and fits you for finer opportunities
of utilizing your abilities.
Greater achivements than you ever
dare d dream of are in store for you
when you learn to assert your power
over strife and discontent; when you
learn to release the floods of sunshine
in your soul and laugh discordant obstacles out 6f existence. Astrology
points the way. Watch the daily astrological indications and act accordingly.
It is not intended that the things
given in the list of favorable and un favorable days should be the only ones
attended to, but rather that they
should be incorporated into the general
daily affairs of the nat ive; however, it
is well to avoid adverse days and
choose those that are favorable.
The planetary "aspects" in the Zodiac
as they variously occur from day to
day and delineated in the "Bulletina,"
affect everybody to a greater or lesser
extent in accordance, or in proportion,
with how the aspects agree with the
individual or natal horoscope.
By knowing the dates of favorable
and unfavorable influences it gives us
the opportunity to THINK BEFORE
IT IS TIME TO ACT and to set a day
in advance for any affair which will be
most in keeping with the good results
desired. - Astrological Bulletina, Mr.
Llewellyn George, Editor.

A

"WESTERN TRADITIONS"

YOU CAN HAVE
HAPPINESS
The

Joy, Health, Prosperity which
makes your life worth while
There is a Mystic Key to Life by which
you can dictate your Destiny, control
F at e, conquer Adversity.
In This Western World are to be found
High Initiates work ing under the Great
Lodg~ of the Wbrld and contacting them
are intelligent, sincere, earnest men and
women of every walk of life and in every
part of the Western Hemisphere.
They
are findin g the personal help, the loving,
kindly teachings they need - many are
developing their Inner Powers and have
found a Guide to carry them thru the
Portalo of the Inner Worlds bringing
thus to their aid the Power of the Unseen Forces.
Succe ss, Contentment and a wonderful
Joy in Life mark the changed lives of
the sincere as they contact the Master
assigned to work wit h them . Many have
spent years in the search - the restless
urge of the Inner Self, that dissatisfaction with Life driving them on . They
search frantically here and there, joining
this and that, purchasing
book after
book in their effort to find the Key to
Life which their soul tells them does ex ist.
Always there is that disappointment, that something which eludes their
grasp.
HERE
IS YOUR FIRST
GREAT
TEST. Will your soul RECOGNIZE the
genuineness of this invitation, will your
faith carry you over the portal and will
it persist until your human strength Is
stimulated
and aided by the dawning
rays of Divine Li ght far down th,o Path?
Or , will, at that critical moment of decision, your material mind, trained so
long in the schools of ignorance and
superstition, drown out the inner voice,
and refuse to accept Truth because she
may not appear in the manner and garb
expected.
TffiS
FIRST
TEST
OF
YOURS MARKS ONE OF THE MOST
DRAMATIC MOMENTS POSSIBLE IN
YOUR LIFE.
Masters trained in the Secret Lore of
the Ages can now be contacted for personal,

private

your problems

SILK FROM THE AIR
Dr. Herbert Levinstein, president of
the Society of Chemical Industry, pre dieted, in an address before the mem bers of the Institution of Chemical
Engineers of London, that illimitable
supplies of cellulose-the raw material
of paper, artificial silk, explosives and
other substances-will,
before long, be
obtained from the air by synthetic
methods instead of from the forests of
th
0

help

and

guidance

and affairs,

in

all

For the Advanced and Worthy
a Master will be assigned to show the
"Path of Power" and personally aid in
the development of the Inner Faculties,
bringing to your aid mighty Forces of
the Unseen Worlds.

No Fixed Charges
are made in accordance with Esoteric
Traditions.
If you are sincere and need
aid and guidance, or wish to laarn the
"Path
of Power,"
simply write and
ask for Light.
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NATURE'S
PATH
TO HEALTH AND POWER
A monthly magazine for Natural
Living, Eating and Healing

Intelligent people read it
to learn about the natural
solution of diet and health
questions.
Established 1896 by Dr.
Benedict Lust, Father of
Naturopathy in the U. S.Life President and Founder
of the American N aturopathic Association and the
American School of Naturopathy.

mont,.&,
Benedict Lust Publications
Pvbtlahed

DepL OD,
IH But 15th SL, New Tork, J!f, Y,
Write for our cataloir on booka and herbe,
health foods, etc.
We have the first
orll[inal Health Food Store In the U. S.
A. Established 1892,
Ask for descriptive literature about the
Younirborn Sanltarlum In Butler, N, ;J,.
and Yonqborn, Tangerine, Fla.

Mystic Gems of the
Zodiac
( Continiied from page 17)
all gem stones. Its high esteem is
due largely to its remarkable properties, yet, from a chemical standpoint,
its composition is much the same as
ordinary lampblack. It is composed of
carbon.
Its hardness is 10. specific
gravity, 3-52; refraction, 2-4175. Commonly described, the stone is clear and
colourless, although Diamonds occur in
slight tints and sometimes black, these
being the rarer stones ·. The Diamond
is the hardest substance known, though
brittle and occasionally chipped or
broken even by a fall on the floor.
Diamonds were discovered early in the
Fifteenth
century and were called
Adams, "the Indomitable," because of
their hardness.
Cutting layers or
facets with sharp edges was first done
about that time. Previously, the stone
was known as Chrysolithos and was
simply ground into cabochon shapes
by rubbing two of the stones together.
Ancient writers believed the Diamond
to be the most powerful of all precious stones, its influence upon humanity being both spiritually and physically helpful.
Marvellous records of
adventure and roJr}ance have been connected with the stone. Even today, at
a christening of a child in India, small

diamonds are sprinkled over its head
from a white cloth, , when the wealth
WORTH WHILE
of the parents will permit.
Ancient
MAGAZINES
astrologers ascribed many qualities to
the stone, particularly for a subject
born under a strong aspect of Mars,
On our Exchange List
the ruling planet for Aries. It was THE BEACON-11 W. 42nd St., New York Ctty.
Foster Bailey, Editor.
said to ward off sorcery, poisons, and THE
BULLETINA-8291
National Blvd., Los
Angeles, Calif. Llewell11n George, Editor.
hallucinations
when in sleep, calm THE
CENTER BULLETIN-Published
by the
anger and multiply friendship.
As a
Rosicrucian
Fellowship,
Ma·nhattan
Center,
1823 Broadway, New York City.
Stone of Reconciliation, it was worn to THE CANADIAN THEOSOPHIST-SS
Foreet
Ave., Hamilton, Ont., Canada.
Albert E. S.
promote love and harmony ibetween
Smythe, Editor,
male and female. A number of writers THE CATALINA ISLANDER-Avalon,
S. C. I.,
Calif. Ernest Windle, Editor.
agree that the stone should be worn THE
CHRIST MIND-1975 W. Washington St.,
Los Angeles, Calif. Harriet Hale Rix, Editor.
on the left side of the body, which is
THE CHRISTIAN
ESOTERIC-The
Esoteric
North, when the body is facing East.
Puhl. Co., Applegate, Calif.
COSMIC DA WN-Publ.
by "Our BrothetQueen Elizabeth was given a diamond THE
hood, " 283 S. Broadway, Los Angeles.
Guiding Star
to protect her from infection. A Dia- THE FLAMING SWORD-The
Publishing Co., Estero, Lee Co., Fla.
mond in the girdle of Donna Isabel II THE HARMONIST-1 Ultindagi Junction Road,
Shyambazar P. 0., Calcutta, I01dia. M. S. G.
of Spain saved her from assasination
Eyer Editor.
HEALTH
CULTURE-1133
Broadway,
New
when an attempt was made on her life.
York City. Elmer L ee, Ed itor.
Napoleon wore the famous Regent dia- HEALTH FOR ALL-Health for All Pub!. Co.,
88 Langham St., London, Engl. Stanley Lief,
mond in the hilt of his sword. The
Editor.
diamond is said to carry evil influence INSPIRATIO?if-Box 64, Brookllne. Mass . Walter DeVoe, Editor.
if procured through the commission of INTERNATIONAL
STAR BULLETIN-Puhl.
Trust, EErde.
Ommen, Bolland.
Editors,
crime. The Napoleonic stone, here
Lady Emily Lutyens and D. Rajagopal M. A.
mentioned, when traced through its va- THE KABLEGRAM-Publ. by Kable Bros. Co..
Mount Morris, Ill.
rious owners, seemed to have brought THE LIBERAL-Puhl.
by The Peoples Church,
Chicago, Preston Bradley .
much sorrow and tragedy in its wake. THE
MEDER MESSAGE-Nasik,
West India.
Kaikhushru Jamshedji Dastur, M. A., Editor,
It was first found near Golconda by a
MENTAL
SCIENCE-Puhl.
by The Mental
slave who concealed it in a gash which
Science League. Editors, Eberhard A. Wilmsen and Joaeph M. Simmon s.
he cut in his leg. A sailor, after agree- THE
MYSTIC KEY-The
Erwood Pub!. Co.,
706 Temple Bldg., Rochester, N. Y. Editor,
ing to dispose of the stone for a share,
Will J, Erwood ,
threw the slave overboard and later JOURNAL OF THE NATIONAL ASTROLOG·
ICAL ASSN.-8921
National Blvd., Los Ansold it to a dealer named Jamchud for
geles. Car11l Burton, Editor.
THE
NATIONAL
SPIRITUALIST-Puhl.
by
a thousand pounds, quickly spending
•The National Spiritual Assn .. 765 Oakwood
the money and later hanging himself.
Blvd., Chicago, Ill. Mary Ridpath Mann, Editor.
Thomas Pitt, grandfather of the Earl THE
NEW LIBERATOR-The
Gallahad Press,
of Chatham, next purchased the stone
New York City. Wm. Dudley Pelley, Editor.
REASON QUARTERLY-4522
St. Charl es Rd.,
for about twenty · thousand pounds.
Los Angeles, Calif. B. F. Austin, Editor,
OCCULT REVIEW-Pub!
, Rider & Co.,
He never slept twice in the same house, THE
Paterno ster Bouse, London, E. C.-4, England.
so fearful was he of losing it. His THE OPEN COURT-Open
Court Pub!. Co.,
839 E. Chicago Ave., Chicago, Ill.
character was assailed on acount of the THE
OPEN ROAD-Mom1tain
View, N. J.
Bruce
Calvert, Editor.
·
stone. He succeeded, however, in sell- OSTEOPATHIC
MAGAZINE-Pub!.
The Ameriing the stone to the Regent of France
can Osteopathic Assn., 1140 Lake St., Oak
Park, Ill.
for a hundred and thirty-five thousand THE PHRENOLOGICAL ERA-Ofllcial organ
of the Tope School of Phrenology, Bowerston.
pounds. Later, the stone was stolen
0 . M. Tope, Editor.
from the public treasury, during the . PRACTICAL ASTROLOGY-690
Market St.,
San Francisco, Calif. Howard Herndon, Ed.
Revolution. It was recovered twelve PROPHECY-908 Union St., Manchester, N. H.
years later and was set in the Imperial
Walter H. Lewis, Man. Editor.
Kega n Paul, Trench, Treubn er
diadem of France.
Tragedy has in- PSYCHE-Puhl.
& Co., Ltd., 68-74 Carter Lane, London.
variably been connected with the his- PSYCHOLOGY-Puhl.
Psychology Publ. Co.,
184-10 Jamaica Ave., Jama ica , N. Y. Arthm ·
tory of all diamonds of large size. In
· H. Howland, Man. Editor.
spite of their commercial value, a dia- THE ROSICRUCIAN DIGEST-Ofllcial Organ
of AMORC, Rosicrucian order, San Jose, Cal.
mond should never be stolen, sold or
Spencer Lewis, Editor,
coveted, but should be given freely, THE ROSICRUCIAN MAGAZINE-Oceanside,
Calif. Mrs, Maa; Heindel, Editor.
according to an old saying. The Hindu
SCIENTIFIC CHRISTIAN-Box
36, Cap.believes that a diamond cut as a tri- THE
itol Hill Sta., Denver, Colo,
B. N. Sh elton,
Blanche
Shelton,
Editors.
angle will cause hatred and quarrels.
TEMLE ARTISAN-Halcyon,
Calif.
If cut square will cause terrors; but a THE
THE TORCH-Vancouver,
B. C., Canada. Ada
six-cornered stone should bring good
Muir, Editor.
.
by the Church of the Truth,
fortune and continue great strength in TRUTH-Published
6th Ave. & Jeff ers on St., Spokn ,ne, Wash.
old age. Several latter-day writers
Erma W. Wells, Editor.
TWO WORLDS-Two
Worlds Pub!. Co.,
have declared the diamond to be a THE
18 Corporation St., Manchester, Eng., Erne•t
negative stone, cold, merciless and selW. Gaten, Editor.
fish in its vibrations, a stone for whose
poss .ession sacrifice of money, . friends
OUR DESTINY
and honor are made, a creator and
BY C. A. HALL
breeder of envy, hatred and crime.
We eow our thoughts, and we reap our actions:
That best portion of a good man 's life,
His little, nam eles s, unr emembered acts
Of kindness and of love.-WOIIOSWORTH,

We eow our actions, and we reap our habits:
We sew our habits, and we reap our characters:
We sow our characters, and we reap our destiny.
-From
"Inspiration."
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LETTERS FROM OUR

BEADERS ·

Dear Editor:
I did not realize that my subscription had so
nearly expired. It is indeed a rod and staff on
the way upward.
Trust we shall ever touch
shoulders with you on that Path. Fine Editorials and inspiring articles in the Digest.
You
are doing a great work~May
Peace Profound
attend you.
ETHEL

I.

DALLAS.

Dear Editor:
Acting on request made in the last number
of the magazine I personally, and some friends
are interested in all topics named. Should it be
necessary to choose however, I would run the
list this war., starting with the subjects most
interesting (it is hardly fair as all are interesting).
We enjoy most, Philosophy, Mysticism,
Plirenology, Psychology, . Palmistry,
Ps¥,chism,
Graphology, Astrology.
Hoping you will continue news on all subjects and wishing you ever
better success.
.
WILMA

RHODE.

Dear Editor :
Am enclosing a short poem hoping it may
appear in your "Poet's page" some time. When
you changed your cover to black and white you
spoiled a fascinating game for me. As you.
know the magazine appeared in different colors
each month during the ·year 1929. Through concentration I knew the color for each Occult
Digest before it appeared on the N'ewsstands ;
did not miss once.
I certainly enjoy every
number and especially the Editorials by Effa
Danelson.
Wishing you success, I am
ELSIE

McCoLLUM.

Dear Editor:
I read and appreciate the articles in /our
magazine very much. Here is something
am
sure will be of interest to you. Today when I
turned back the first pajte • of the March number and read this headmg-"Rare
Books and
Courses You Have Been Seeking," a life size
picture of you was flashed upon my vision and
I heard the words as distinctly as if you bad
spoken them instead of my reading them and I
looked up to see if someone had spoken even
though I was alone at the time. I have found
that the only criticism for THE OCCULT DIGEST is that it doesn't come often enough to
satisfy my craving for that class of literature.
I wish you success and happiness for the good
work you are doing.
MRS.

F.

R.

L.

(The Soul Teaching• of Cora L. Y.
Richmon,l)

Thill is the Crowning Work of the
wonderful life of Cora L V. Richmond. See pages 302 to 310 for wonderful prophecies uttered in I 89091, which are now being fulfilled.
IT ANSWERS . f'HE QUESTIONS:

WHAT ARE WE!
WRY ARE WE HERE!
'31 Paou, ClotAb01,nd
Stamted '" (101d.
WHERE ARE WE GOING!
Under the Last Will and Testament of
Mrs. Richmond, the remaining copies
of PSYCHOSOPHY
are being distributed at $3.00 per copy, the cost
of publication.
Send remittance to
Sarah J. Ashton, Trmtee
2261 Giddings St.
Chicago, Ill.
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FARRELL.

Dear Friends :
I enclose $3.00 for renewal of my subscription to THE OCCULT DIGEST and feel that
I cannot say enough in appreciation of same. I
get so much valuable information from it that
I could not gain if I covered the ground with
hundreds of other metaphysical magazines.
I
must congratulate you upon having the courage to break down the barriers and open the
doors of the Spirit world thus letting folks on
this side communicate with the loved ones who
have gone on before. You have pioneered the
true Science which represents Life, never Death.
When more light comes to the world and Death
is seen for what it really is, the curse of fear
will be removed and the shackles will fall away.
Fear of Death and War are the same; both
devastating the whole earth and blotting from
man's consciousness the beauty and grandeur
and the greatness which was his in past lives
and past experiences.
May I add tliis which I
think is splendid.
MAN ASCENDING
"The rise of man is endless, be in hope
All stars are gathered in his horoscope
The brute man of the planet, he will pass
Blown out liKe forms of vapor in a glass . .
And from the quaking pulp shall rise
The Super-man child of the higher skies.
Immortal he will break the ancient bars
Laugh, and reach out his hands among the stars."
NETTIE

PSYCHOSOPHY

ZuFAIL.

Dear Mrs. Danelson :
I know you are a busy woman but I have
wanted for some time to express to you some
small portion of the appreciation I have for the
wonderful aid you are giving us each month, in
the living of our lives.
I shall always consider it one of my Red
Letter Daysi the one on which I found THE
OCCULT D GEST on a newsstand in Detroit.
Your Editorials in the current number contain comfort, and best of all, inspiration.
We
are all pulling with you.
Gratefully yours,
BESSIE

WHY ARE WE HERE?

- rnstitut Astrologique de Carthage, Carthage
TUNISIE, N. AFRICA
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This Wonderful
New Science
Alltro-P,ycho-Analysls
will 1olve your most
perplexlna p r o b I em s,
and bring to you per-

fect health,
supreme
happines s, and guccess
In all aff&lrs. No matter what yow: llln ess

Copyright b:,
W. STUART LEECH, M. D.
All rights r1s1rv1tl.

By W. STUART LEECH, M. D.

or dtmcultles may be,
thil gifted analyst has
helped thousands and
will help you. Inspir-

Juba} (H) Brother of J abel and the
petuated in Jewish tradition, to and
inventor of music and harmony.
partly derived from the Bible. "The
Jubela, Jubelo, Jubelum They are viK-was
divided into a speculative,
ing lecture •• K n o w
Thyself.. tr ee on rebrations from the Latin word "Jutheosophic, i. e., esoter ic and operaquest. Address:
beo," I command. They were contive or thurgic, i. e., exoteri c KabMarvel Dunbar
Box 505,
nected with the assassination
of
balah. • . Recognizes the male and
San Francl1co, Cal.
Hiram
Abiff.
The kingdom
of
female elements in the Deity
heaven had been taken by violence,
teaches that love is the highest relaby Hiram, as it is at the present day,
tion to God. . . . Makes a clear ethiby any aspirant when he becomes inical distinction between white and
tiated, and his physical death necesblack magic.
Moses is shown to
sitated, by reason of the "lost word,"
have employed white magic, while
his resurrection.
He was raised by
the magicians of Egypt worked by
Imported from Czecho-Slovakla
the great Sun Spirit, Christ, and the
means of black art. Even the mark
Beautiful, Clear, Flawlea1
lost word restored.
of the Master is given in the Tal=~==:::::~:::-.:::::::::·.::::·.:·.=
•
1:18
Julia's Bureau A spiritualistic bureau
mud. "-Rabbi
Wm. Rice.
I -lnoll ...........................
Eacb
1.00
established by W . T. Stead in Lon- Kabotennanneken:;
The Flemish bel~·!Qch .. ...... , ...... , .. , .......
.. madl
L80
, -!noll ..... ........
. ............
·8.00
don, England. The knowleclge thus
lieved these to be little spir;ts who
I -lllcli .. .......... ........ ........ 10.G0
obtained through the medium of this
played tricks on those who worked
· Crystal Bas,, mghly toluls,d
blacih
bureau is gotten at a fearful physical
· in dairys.
unbreakable comtosilion material, ,ac
60c. Send for free taffllhlet on Iii, Arl
price.
Kai This comes to us through the
of Crystal Got1ing.
Jupiter One of the planets of our solar
Mussulmans and was a great mounAatrologloal f....-tl
tor 1930, ... 00
system.
In two words of Cicero,
tain surrounding Atlantis on every
81UI Stand, 11Yrtmld alyle, Sf.50
Ill~laok leather rug to ,1aN beneatll
"That splendid star, salutary and forside and has as its foundation the
~~~: 8ul1~oh&:..:2~.ar:;.c11•tt,1°°·
tunate to the human race."
stone Sakhrat the least fragment
After Uranus and Saturn - were
Dealer1 and Dutrib11tor1 write ftW UJholecould produce wonders and it was
lOl• ,nce1
thrown off from the sun's nebula
this stone that generated
earthJ. M. SlllltlONB
Jupiter was then differentiated . It is
quakes.
109 N. Dearborn St.
Chica .. , ID.
of great bulk, but has less heat than Kaivalga (S)
Isolated.
Detached.
that of Venus or Mercury. Its field
Liberation of the soul from matter.
is suitable for advanced beings. The Kala (S) Time. A Kala is equal to
stragglers of three of its four moons
about 450 winks or tw inklings of the
are expected to eventually catch up
eye.
with the parent planet. The fourth Kale Thaungto
In low er Burma we
moon was said to be like the stragfind this town of wizards. It is given
Published monthly on a ranch. Wages
glers of our moon, mostly approachover mostly to necromancy and ocunceasing battle against Poverty and
ing a deplorable end. Its special
cult medicine.
War and the causes which produce
metal is tin.
Kali (S) Black. The goddess durga.
both. Edited by a hick farmer who Jupiter Period
This is yet to come, lblidasa (S) He lived about the sixth
pitches his own Hay-while he fights
and on its arrival, our earth will be
century and was a noted dramatist of
for a civilized CivillzatioR. It may
India.
ethereal. If we fail to have evolved
make you laugh, or cry--or best of
by that time, we will not be able to Kali-yuga It is the present Brahmaniall, THINK!
24 issues for a Dollar;
function with an ethereal body, which
acal ag e of vice in which we live.
8 mos. 26c. Help humanity by circulatthe inhabitants of that period must Kalpa A Brahma day equal to a thouing HUMANITY.
Morton Alexander,
sand years.
possess.
We are told that at that
Editor, Rl Bx. 218, Arvada, Colorado.
period, man will be able to create Kama Forces of the Desire World.
A lon ging. Desire.
by imagination, forms such as plants
Kama Toka, (H)
The desire world.
that can live and grow.
A place where the better part of man
Jyotic or Jyotis
Star . Light.
The
is separated from the brute elements.
light in the head.
MENTALSCIENCE
Desire
form.
Astral
Judah Ha-Levi
(1085-1140) This was Kama-Rupa
shape . Desire body.
MAGAZINE
a Hebrew mystic who appeared to
have had some knowledge of elemen- Kapila Name of the founder of a ·
If you are interested in any branch
school of philosophy of India called
tary spirits.
of New Thought, Mental and Occult
Sankthya.
.K
Sciences, send for application blank to Ka Egyptian conception for man's Kaidec, Allen The nom de guerre of
Denizard Rivial, a French spiritualist
join new mental science league and redouble or astral body. Each being
whose doctrine was largely accepted
received his Ka at birth. All animals
ceive sample copy Mental Science Magby the French. Editor of La Revue
also possessed a Ka. The provisions
azine. No charges or dues.
Spirite and author of Livre des
placed in the tombs, were placed
Esprit -s. Died in 1869. Miss Anna
there
for
the
benefit
of
the
person's
MENTAL SCIENCE LEAGUE
Blackwell of England was one of his
Ka. Only the ethereal nature of the
disciples.
109 No. Dearborn St.
Chicago, Ill.
food, oil or drink was to be utilized
by the Ka. At physical death the
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THESE Book Reviews our chief ai m is to
give a general idea of the contents, ra th er
than to make critical judgments of them. ~he
notice given each book will gene rally be bncf ,
but no less valuable to reader, author, and pub•
lisher.
·

ASTRONOMY AND MARRIAGEBy Sepharial . Publisher.
The David
McKay Co., Philadelphia. Cloth, $1.25
net. This Author needs no introduction , but his treatise on Astrology as
a dir ecting influence on marriage and
its mission to the human race is very
timel y.

SPONSORED
by
WRITER'S
DIGEST,
the
leading
publication for writers,
ie this new short
story course designed
especially
f or
beginners.
Our staff of experienced
professional
writers
gives you individual
advice,
instructs
you
thorou ghly in writing and, at completion of
easy, interesting,
lessons, recommend s which
magazines are mo st likely to buy your effo rt s.
Enrollments
limited to sincere, ambitious students. Writ.e tod ay for full det a ils about the Beginner's Individu a l Course in Short Story Writing . Also get complimentar y copy of WRITERIS DIGEST . Address Writer's
Digest, 20
East 12t.h St., Cincinnati, Ohio.

THE WAY TO PERPETUAL PROSPERITY-L.
E . . Eichelberg (Perpetual Prosperity Society, Waterloo, la).
Diagram illustrations
showing how
About your business. tr avel, chan ges. matrf.mony, love
constructive education produce s last- THE FOUR GREAT INITIATES-By
friends. enemies, lu cky
Ellen Conroy, M.A. Introduction by affairs,
da.y s and many other inter esting results.
Leon Dabo. Publ. David McKay Co., in g and impor tant affair s of
indi cated by AsPhiladelphia . Cloth, 143 pages , $1.50. your Ufe asSend
25 c en t s
BOBBY-By Caroline Wellborn Dew. An entirely new and interesting light trology,
(statlll)s) for Partial Horo. All work Scientific and
Published by the author. 38 pages, pa- is thrown upon this all absorbing ques- sco))<l
Individual . I bold Testimonper cover, 60c. A very fascinating tion of Initiation by this author by her ials
from grat eful client s in
England, Chin a, U. S .
story for lovers of pets, especi ally expl anation · of the four main awaken- lndln.
A., S. & C. America. Africa,
dogs who figure in the history of those ings in the spiritual life of man, Cuba. Jamaic a, Honduras. in
fac t from all th e countries
whom they serve.
English Is SI)O
ken, and
namel y-Initiation
by Water_._by Fire where
I refund money in all cases
-----by Air and by Earth.
of di ssa.tl sfaction. Since long,
POWDER RIVER--"Let
'er Buck."
Private Astrologi cal Adl'lser to
t b e Aristocracy of Birth and
Strange, thrilling story in verse by
Int ellect.
Wri te your name.
DOMINION
OF MIND-By
address and date of birth plainly In block letters.
Jack H. Lee (Montana's Cowboy Poet). T~
"Pundit Tabore," (Dept. 401-C l . Upper
Puhl. The Christo- Address:
Publ . The Christopher Puhl . House, Uri el Buchanan.
ForJett St., Bombay vii, British Ind ia. Postage to
Boston. 65 pages, cloth. Illus . $1.50. pher Puhl. House, Boston. 83 pages, India is 5 cents.
The Author makes you see the life as cloth, $1.75. The author very clearly
sets forth rules for the dominion of
you read his fascinating story .
mind, carries the reader into the
realms of silence attracting the rays
GOD GIVEN-By
Caroline Wellborn of inspiration which give him vision.
Dew. Publ. The Author. New York One cannot read THE DOMINION OF fi'or Sick Glands CtlllBed From Age,
City. 105 pages, Art paper . $1.10. MIND and not be raised to a more
Abuse, DiseflBe, Etc.
A surprisingly int eresting stor y of t he creative rate of vibration.
A product of medical research preecrlbed by
Physicians In the treatment
of starved glands,
helpfulness of one who lived the life
You take no chances and wute no money, Satshe believed in-spr eading health,
isfaction guaranteed or money refunded. We In•
DEATH UNVEILED-By
Anna Lou- vite correspondence wltb Phyeiclane, Packed 26
happiness and success to all .
ise Fletcher. Published by the Author. Dam-Zlnea, $1.00, 200 for $6.00. A $1.00 order
Wa shington, D. C. 93 pages, cloth, now means a $6.00 order later. Special Phyol•
clans offer 1.000 Dam-Zines for $21.26. All goode
CRASHING IDOLS. By Victor H. $1.50.
sent In plain eealed package postpaid.
No
Lindlahr.
Published lby the author.
Relating the author's own experience C. 0. D. Send cash or money order and expect
New York City. 100 pa ges, bound in while searching for facts about Life Dam-Zlnee by first return mall. No delay, Write
heavy Art paper. Th e author has afte r Death and the possibility of com- now. All correspondence confidential.
LABOIUTORIES
CO.
cracked a nut that will bring forth the munication with those who have ex- P. 0. DAM-ZINE
Bo:,,:101
. Columbllll, Ohio
Green Bay tree under whose refr esh- perienced death. Very fascinating and
ing shade the tired and nerve wracked educating , clearing up a much disputed
sufferers can find peace and rest from subject in a very concise manner.
their sufferings. Crashing Idols is all
PROGRESSIVE PEOPLE
that its name impli es. More power to
THE MYSTERIES OF EGYPT-or , mal<e a Succeu In Important Undertakings by
its author.
The Secret Rites and Traditions of the con ■ultlnir "Solar Biology" ; eo can you. Thi■
irivea shortest, most accurate methods of
By Lewis Spence. Puhl. David book
how to UH YOUR OWN POWERS to beet adTHE FLAG
OF THE UNITED Nile.
Co. Philadelphia . New Vol- vantaire ; irlve■ poasiblllties on any subject relaSTATES-Its
History and Symbolism . McKay
ume, 285 pages, handsomely bound in tive to human life ; Mental, Physical and BuslBy James A. Moss. Colonel in the cloth
neaa QualUlcatlona,
etc ., from date of birth .
. Illus. $6.00. A revelation ,in Pr
ice, SG.ff, Literature and Free Mairazln e on
U. S. Army. Publ. The U. S. Flag connection
the strange and fan- r9fl118R.
Assn., Washington, D. C. Beautifull y tastic rites with
of initiation into the secret Eaoterlc Pabllfllllq Co., B-1, Appleirate, Callf.
bound in Red cloth-title
in blue and
and the ceremonial and philwhite. In his ' foreword the United cultus,
osophy embraced by them. To the
States Commissioner of Education delver
in Occult Lore, this book is
makes the statement that, "THE FLAG worth
its weight in gold.
OF THE UNITED STATES: Its History and Symbolism is the first au thoritative Flag book published that SPIRITUAL MATHEMATICS-By
is suitable for pupil's use , and that Evalyn Lowes . Published by the Authis publication brings within the cov- thor, Seattle, Wash. 156 pages, cloth,
ers of a small, clearly written and $2.00. The Author has assembled
entertaining volume all essential his- through years of service, the knowltorical data and eliminates the myth edge contained in her little book and
Doctor oC l"or""-7
11"•.u.,.
1.Jocwr of
and legend that is usuall y found in the like a trip hammer, it sends forth a ot
(.IILD.) or Doctor of Divinity
average Flag book." The Book, which message th at clarifies the atmosphere MetaJ>b7uc1,
(D.D.) by c,erreapondence In the quiet of your
is profusely illustrated , is writt en in of Numerology for those whose vision own home, or by resident claBB work In lndWrite for further Information.
popular entertaining style . Col. Moss is somewhat impaired by lack of un- laJUqJolla. THE
COLLEGE OF DIVINE
1s regarded as one of the outstanding
derstanding the various methods used
METAPHYSICS,
Inc.
authorities of the Country and Flag to arrive at the fundamentals
of
Desk 8,
Dubon
Hotel
Bl41r.,
lndlanapoll1,
Ind.
literature.
Every American citizen Numerology. Students, here is a treat
for you.
- should own this book.
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BY ALFRED

C. GROTE

Tbla Da117 Gulde covers from sunrise to 111U1aet
unlu■ otherwise atated. When the Influence 11
oTer during the da7 the hour Is general17 given.

17. Not good for social or monetary
occult
affairs.
A void
making
affairs.
changes or removals and do not
The evening favors love aff~irs
18.
enter into any new undertaking.
and is good for strengthenmg
friendships and entering into partMake new friends in the morning.
nership. Those born under Aries
Work connected with surgery and
will experience changes in the later
chemistry will be successful. Fipart of the evening which will be
nances and matters connected with
the government are adversely inbeneficial and they will form a refluenced in the afternoon.
markable friendship.
This is not a very important day, 19. Guard against rash and hasty conduct and be careful in your dealbut it will bring opportunities to
ings with others, also with regard
exercise thrift, economy and careto friendships
and attachments.
fulness where monetary affairs are
There is· danger of accidents and
concerned.
of sudden loss.
An unfavorable day for inspirational writers. The influence oper- 20. A very unfavorable day. Beware
ating will cause trouble with reof extravagance and wastefulness.
gard to the feelings and emotions.
There are likely to be losses
This applies mainly to the P. M.
through travel and dealings with
religious people. Take care not to
A very favorable day for all matters connected with occultism and
come into conflict with superiors,
astrology. Musicians and composor with those who are intimately
ers will benefit from the aspect in
associated with the government.
operation.
21. Writers
on occult subjects ~ill
Avoid making sudden changes and
find this a favorable day.
impulsive conduct with regard to 22. Avoid argument and any sort of
domestic and financial affairs. Be
speech that is not accurate.
Do
circumspect in manner and benot travel or deal with relatives.
havior.
23. Do not sign papers or enter into
Undertake responsibility and hanagreements.
There is danger of
dle important correspondence.
accident through travel and loss
Investments and speculations are
through fraud and deception. Any
favored. Ask favors and seek the
tendency to act rashly and without
help of friends; make important
sufficient forethought
should be
changes, for they will come to a
guarded against.
favorable issue. Matters connected 24. . Ask favors of elders and superiors
with astrology are under a very
in the morning. It is a fortunate
favox:able influence.
day for bankers, inventors and sciFinancial benefits will come through
entists.
Matters connected with
writing and correspondence.
The
charity and obscure institutions
morning is not good for financial
will come to a favorable issue.
and domestic affairs.
25. Natives of Virgo will find themSome will have weird and uncanny
selves diligent and anxious to be
experiences. It will be unwise to
busy.
go to places where seances are be- 26. An unfavorable day for poets, art•
ing held. Be prepared for disists and actors. It is also not a
credit and trouble if you are a
good day for real estate agents,
native of Pisces.
builders or miners. Be careful not
Unfavorable for mental work and
to be deceived or defrauded by
correspondence.
others.
Not a very important day. In- 27. Psychic people will have some exspiratio'nal moments and artistic or
tremely
remarkable
experiences.
poetic intuitions will come from
These will be connected ' with the ·
the aspect in operation.
sea and .obscure places. A good
day for all matters connected with
A very poor day for dealings with
poetry, drama and music.
elders and superiors.
Avoid a
tendency to worry; do not make 28. Financial and social affairs will
changes or investments.
proceed favorably.
It is a good
day for employment and for atExercise care with documents and
tending to routine work.
in law. Business will not be good.
A notorious
event may occur. 29. Very favorable for dealings with
However, this day favors matters
elders and superiors.
It will be
requiring - independence and courwise to seek their help and advice.
age.
There are opportunities for advancement.
Those born under Virgo will come
into touch with impressions that 30. An unfortunate day. Be careful in
will help them understand the spirdealing with the opposite sex, paritual side of their being.
The
ticularly the marriage partner.
evening will be a favorable time to 31. Form friendships with advanced
attend concerts as it favors all afpeople for they will be beneficial.
fairs having to do with the fine
People born under Sagittarius will
arts.
be very responsive to improveA favorable day for science, teachments and reforms for the benefit
ing, writing and learning. The P.
of others.
It is a good day on
M. is good for dealings with brothwhich to begin a journey or make
ers, sisters or neighbors.
a change.

1. A poor day for social workers and
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DR~ A~ S~ RALEIGH'§

METAPHYSICAL
The Magic of Metaphysics

Produces

r,iE-----------,

SERIES
the Magical

M:iind

It enable s one to under st a nd how to handle Thought and how P sycholo gy a nd Met a physi cs a t their hi gh point, lifts one into
the under standing of the Spi r it of Truth, where one becomes hi s own Hi g h Pri es t a nd ab sol ves him self.
The great book s and le sson s belo w g ive ba sic fundamental
co smic princi p les th at lifts the keynote of the consciousness,
which
enables the reader to under stand that Man is a little Universe,
and that in under standin g him self he unde r stands the big universe.

LIST OF BOOKS AND LESSONS
Woman and Super-Woman,
shows the meaning of the cycles
and cy clic la w, why thi s is the Woman's
Age, and
should be read by every w om a n, and men as well ... . .. $ 2.00
Stanzas of Dzjn (Theogenesi s) .. . . .. . .. .. ......
, ..........
5.00
Hermetic Science of Motion and Number . . ........
• .... . . lO.OO
· F d
R
d
H ermehc
I
I
10
•un amenta s
evea e • • • • • • • · · • • • • · · • · • · · · · · · ·
•00
Hcrmetic Consciousness
Unveiled . . .. . .. ... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00

Magic
.. .. .. .. .. .. .. • .. ..
• ........................
Phreno-garten
System, tw el ve less ons on how to develop
the 12 bra in fa cultie s (typ ew ritten)
. .. . .. . .. .. .. . .. .
Metaphysic a l Healing, fir st set of 13 le ssons (typewritten)
..
Metaphysical
Healing,
secon d set (t ype w ritten)
.....•..
. ..
Occult Geometry
(typewritten)
. . ......
. ......
.. .....•....
The Secret Sermon on the Mount or Way of Rebirth (typewritten)
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . •. . . . • . . . • . . . . . . • • . .

10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00
10.00

These book s a nd le ss on s are unequalled as they show how illumin a tion and initiation
is attained.
They help the reader on all
vlanes, material,
ment a l and spiritual,
a s their wisdom can be put into p ra cti ce in the d a ily lfe.
E ac h book. a1.1d le ss on is complete in itself, but they will b_e be st under stood by re a din g them in the sequence they are named.
A
compl ete de scnpt1on of th e content s of each book or les son, w ill be sent free of co st u pon r eque st. The outline of the contents of
the book Hermetic
Scien ce of Motion and Number sho w s. ho w there is but one a tom , a nd that it has fou r aspects, physical, astral,
mental, etc . Sho ws ho w mol ec ule s al'e formed, makes plam the la w of rhythm , a nd how the univer se is produced through the Music
of the Sphere s. It also makes plain the fourth, fifth, sixth and seventh dimen sions of sp a ce. Few books g ive such practical and useful
information.
They a i·e w ritten so a layman can understand
what they cont a in.
The outline belo w of the con tent s of Motion and Numbel' will give the re ad el' some idea of ho w g re a t all the book s and lessons are,
and it should be re a d cal'efully, so as to get an idea of how truly great all the other book s a nd le ss on s are,

CONTENTS OF HERMETIC SCIENCE OF MOTION AND NUMBER
Lesson

Lesson

Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson
Lesson

I-THE
LAW OF MOTION-Showing
how all material
form s are defini t e ra t es of motion in the Ether and
the enel' g ies a nd force s of Natul'e me r ely definite rates
of motion.
2-THE
LAW OF OPPOSITES-Showing
the electric,
magnetic pol a rity of a ll thin gs in Nature, a s the cau se
of the ir di ffel'entiation,
thu s giving the key to things
in them sel ves vie wed in the ab stract and not merely
in the rel a ti ve and concrete.
•
3-THE
LAW OF BALANCE-Sho w ing the perfect balance of a ll thin gs when the pair s of oppo site s are
equilibr a ted.
4-THE LAW OF RHYTHM-Sho w ing a ll opposite p r inciples to be merely po siti ve and neg a tive poles of the
sa me thing.
5-THE
MUSIC OF THE SPHERES-Sho
w ing the Music
of the Sph e re s to be a fa ct in N a tul'e and the rel ation
of same to A stronomy and vibration.
6-THE
RHYTHM OF LIFE-Sho
w ing the nature of Life
and gi v ing an anly sis of the Rhythm which re sults
in life.
7-THE
RHYTHM OF MIND-Giving
the nature of mind

a nd rhythm which m a nife st s it self a s mind, giving the
or ig in of diverse f a culties a nd the cause of the variou s functional
area s of the brain,
the genesi s of
Thou ght.
Lesson
8-THE
l(EYNOTE-Sho
w ing t he or g anization
and inte g rity of a ll bodies to be t he harmonious
co-operation
of the vibr at ory for ces con stituting
them, and gra v ita tion sho w n to be mel'ely a matter of the Keynote
a pplied to mole cular vibration .
Lesson-9-THE
ESOTERIC MEANING OF COLOR-Showing
th at the colol' of a ny object depends upon the rate of
vib r ation within the component
atom, al so giving the
signific a tion of all auric color s.
Lesson 10-THE
BUILDING
OF THE COSMOS-Showing
conclusively that all fol'm is mel'ely a result of definite
l'ate s of vibration,
a nd that the cosmos was built
throu g h v ibr a tion .
Lesson 11-THE
FOURTH
DIMENSION
OF SPACE-Being
an
a n a lytical di scu ssion of the Fourth Dimension.
Lesson 12-THE FIFTH DIMENSION OF SPACE-In
this les son
the prin cip al vibr a tion is extended to the discussion
of the Fifth, Six th and Seventh Dimensions
of Space.

Bein g pri va te les son s in book form , or nicely typed a nd bound, they are very cheap at the price quoted.
This is made plain by
the fact that student s getting any one of the Raleigh books are not satisfied until they get the complete series, which in itself testilies to their value.
There are also four little brochures by Raleigh, that sell at $1.00 each.
Sec titles below:
The Central Spiritual Sun and the Virgin of the World .... . . $1.00
The Law of Karma
.... ...........
.. .. .. .... . ........
. ....
I.OU
The Lukshmi Avatar, Lakshmi and the Gopis ...•...
, .......
1.00
The Two Paths, or the Parting
of the Ways .•.......••••.•.
1.00
Descriptive circular of _each brochure will be sent on request.

ALCHEMICAL

Akheu1.y

the Artist

SERIES

of the §oul aud Mag:iic:iian of the §pi.I'it

The Great Books Long Out of Print By Thrice Greatest Hermes are Now Available
Their greatne ss is made mani f est in their having come down to u s thrnu gh the lon g pas t a nd h a ving stood the test of time. These
book s w e,·e so r a re, diffi cult to fin(j a nd high priced, they w ere out of re ac h of mo st Truth Seek e l's until Dr. A . S. Raleigh not only
printed but interpreted
the best of the sermons of Thrice Greate st Hel'me s.
Each book cont a in s the full text of one of the sermons and al so takes up each ver se of the te xt and inte r prets it in such a lucid
way that it is made cry stal cle a r to the reader.
Dr. Raleigh was the first to reach the consciou sness to interpret
the se gre a t books which are wi sdom itself, and make them available to the public.
The titles of the Hermetic
and Alchemical
Serie s are a s follows:
The Shepherd of Men ..........
.. ...............
.... . .. .. $ 2.50
Philosophy
of Alchemy
.. ..................
. .............
10.00
Philosophia
Hermetica
. ..... . ......
.. .. . .. . ..............
10.00
Science of Alchemy
. ... .... . .. . .. . .. . .............
• •.....
10.00
Scientilica
Hermetica
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
Speculative
Art of Alchemy. . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . • • • • . . • . . 10.00
Hermetic
Art . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.00
The a bove gre at w or ks a re something
more than book s, a s they a re the p ri vat e less on s that R a leigh gav e to hi s personal pupil8 .
The outline belo w , sho w in g w hat the book called THE SCIENCE OF ALCHEMY contains, will give the reade r some idea of how
gl'e at a ll the se book s by Dr . R a lei gh are.
The Scien ce of Alchemy is the fir st book to unco ver the my ster y of Al chemy a nd to ac tu a lly gi ve the formula for the consummation of th e GREAT WORK, a nd re veal the secret of Self-lmmol't a liz a tion . The outlin e g ives the nine He r metic Disciplines
sho w ing
in plain Engli sh how the tr a n smutation
of Soul and Life i s brou g ht a bout, by w hi ch Ma n become s lEonian
or Eterna l rather than
merely immortal.
It shows how through Alchemy to discipline the mind and the nine fo l'mul as gi ven are also interpreted
so that
the book give s the fundament a l principles
of the hidden Alchemical
Secret s of Pr a ctical Alchemy.

THE NINE ALCHEMICAL DISCIPLINES
Jst-How
to function in the Formles s or the FOURTH
DIMEN5th-Ho w to relate th e Form and the Fo r mless and transcend
both.
SION, or to a ppe a r and dis a ppear at will.
6th-How
to t ra nscend Time and function
in Eternity
and be2nd-How
to function the mind so that it objectifies Thought, or
com e lEonian .
makes the subjective
objective.
7th - How De a th is overcome a nd omnipotence
under stood.
3rd-How
to travel in forei g n countrie s, a s the Ma sons term it,
8th-Ho w to unit e the low e r a nd higher self, or the Mortal and
tha~ is, be in stantly in whate ver place you de sire.
Immort a l Mind .
Hh-How
to become omnip r esent throughout
the Co smos and in
9th-How
to unify the eight alchemical
disciplines
to the point
extra Co smic space as well.
w here you are all the se conditions at once.
Each book named abo ve is complete in itse lf, hence the reader e an start hi s study with an y book he see s fit , however, the complete
set would be bes t understood
by commencing
with the Philo sophia Hermetic a a nd to r ea d the others in the order they are named.
Descriptive
Circul a r sho w ing w hat each book contains will be bent on reque st. Bein g the p1·iva te le sson s Raleigh gave his personal
pupils and interpretin g the immortal books of Hermes Trismegistus,
the books are very cheap at $10.00 ea ch .

North Clark St.
THEOCCULTDIGESTBOOKDEPARTMENT1900Chicago,
Illinois
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